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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMBER

FIFTY

JULY

-ONE

6,

1922
COUNCIL

S1IATE READY TO

SUNDAY LAW AT
RESORTS TO BE

REPAIR BRIDGE

WHEN

STRICTLY ENFORCED

SAYS
KANSAS
TO
SPEAK
GETZ HOLLAND
;

“THANK YOU”

NOTED
EDUCATOR TO

GEO. F.

CITY ACTS

IN

SAYS THERE ALDERMEN PASS RESOLUTIONS
UNDER NEW LAW PROPRIETORS COMMISSIONER
WILL
BE
NO
DELAY
AFTER
OF APPRECIATION WEDNESOF CERTAIN CLASSES OF
NECESSARY CITY ACTION
AMUSEMENT MUST
DAY NIGHT
IS TAKEN
HAVE PERMITS

DR. D. W.

KURTZ WILL GIVE

AN

ADDRESS HERE ON
JULY

14

Arrangements have just been completed for the appearance in Holland
the
council is ready to go
The
Common
Council
of
the
city
Although in former years and
of Dr. D. W. Kurtz, president of Me
within two years ago, Jenison Park 50-60 on the repair of the floor of of Holland showed its appreciation Pherson College, of McPherson, Has.
ran its amusements wide open on the Grand Haven bridge, the state of what George F. Gets. did for the Dr. Kuiiz was one of the main
Sunday and this was also true of will be ready to do its half of the people of Uiis city July 4th by pass- speakers at the State C. E. conventhe few amusements at Macatawa, work. State Highway Commissioner ing the following resolution at the tion in Kalamazoo, where many HolFrank F. Rogers said in a communi- meeting Wednesday night:
land delegates heard him, and they
this year the Park township board
"Resolved.That .n recognitionof speak of him as a wonderful speakcation
to the aldermen Wednesday
has again taken the stand that all
the genial hospitality which Mr. er. So impressedwere they with the
amusements must be closed in fact day night.
Mr. Rogers then refers the coun- George F. Getz extended the citizens
n
immediately took
have been closed thus far this year
and in lavcil to the report of Bridge Engineer
on Sunday.
his
In former years the picture thea- C. A. Mclkk, who made an inter at Macatawa, the bowling alley vestigation on June 23rd. After dethe circular swing and the merry- scribing the work that has been done
go-round at Jenison did a thrive to make more safe the north abutment and showing that this work will
business on the Sabbath.
However the present authorities take care of the situation for some
have frowned upon this thing and time, the report goes into the mat- and high-minded patriotismof our i here>under the tU8pjceg 0f the Otta-

When

.

4

n

taken the stand that aside from the ter of a new flooring for the bridge, ho?fA
i
. -a™ Af w» County Sunday School assocla“Further,Resolved that a copy of tlon
breaking of the this floor, in the words of the engiKurtz ls Bche(juied to speak
Sunday*!.®, folklV'to the r'e.ort. neer> report, “ia In . deplorable these resolutions be spread
f„r quiet
Quiet and root at lea* one da, cond.Uon
.^lute.^ w,l. not length in the Council Proceedings her# Qn July u ln th# 8rd Reformed
for
and that the clerk be dlrecJed to church. The general public Is corin the week.
in 1921 planks are not only worn rough and transmita copy of the same to Mr. ^jy invited to hear him. At Kala"'^dJnce8
^Tft^drink “em'poV- rounded, giving a large vibration to Getz.
masoo hi gave four addressei on tb«
doctrinalof the Bible and one on
iums, billiardand pool rooms, bowl the structure, but they are rotten
“The Symphony of Life.” Hi la
ing alleys, must first secure a per- and in several cases broken thru.”
The report goes on to say
;y wnat
what JUST 46
the author of several books.
mit from the township board before
flooring
AT SCHOOL
, i
they are privileged to open their
their should be done to put this
places of business. These permits in proper shape so that traffic can
POLICE FIND 100
must be signed by the owner, and by go over it with comfort and safety. TEN WOMEN AND THIRTY-SIX
The
estimated
cost
of
the
improvetwo reliable citizens of the county.
MEN CAME OUT TO DO
Besides the owner must furnish the ment is about $1500 according to the
THEIR DUTY
*
IN
names of five reliable referencesto report, of which the city’s share
would
be
about
$750,
the
remainder
whom the town board may refer to
Out of a voting strength in Holfor information. Strict tab is kept to be borne by the state. If a two land of more than 4,000 men and ARREST GEORGE HERTZ ON A
LIQUOR CHARGEi EXAMINon proprietors conducting places of inch longitudinal plank is used the women voters just 46 took the trouAT10N SATURDAY
that kind for the reason that no un- additional cost would be $500 more ble to attend the school caucus held
desirable men or women will be al- or $250 more for the city, making at the high school last evening.
the city’s total expense about one
Offlcers Barnes and Deputv Sheriff
lowed to run such a business.
Of these 46 there were 36 men
Not alone is that true in this vicin- thousand dollars.
and ten women voters. The caucus Lew Bouwmsn raided the home of
As soon as the city is ready to foot
ity because of our resorts but this
was of short duration and the first George Hertz on Fairbanka aven
law governs in every township in the bill for this amount the stats is ballot was enough to decide a choice just over the city limits in Holla
ready to start the work on putting. f
the state of Michigan.
no tn I of six names to go on the school township and found 100 bottles of
home brew in the basement
Around Holland resorts, conces- the bridge into shape, according to
W' ballot.
Bionmen have been Bcurr^ing.bout Mr. Rogers’ conuouniction
The liquor was carted to polics
Alter the votes were counted it
to have their permits signed under The council reierred the
headquartersin an auto and will be
culverts
found
the Allowing six had
the new law, and apparentlyall have matter to the streets and
the highest number of votes. Henry used as evidence against Harts. The
them as every concessionist ran full committee and the ways and means Winter 32; George Mooi 81; Dr. A. man demanded an examination and
committee for investigation.
blast on 4th of July.
Leenhouts 24, James De Young 14; it was set for Saturday afternoon
Simon Kleyn 7: J. H. Van Lente 3. when Hertz will appear before JusThe innual school election takes tice Bruise.
A
Hertz states that he thought ha
place
on Monday, July 10, from two
13 HIT BY
oclook until 8 o’clock at the city might make the liquor for his own
use; however the police state that
i hall. At that time threi candidates
others were sharing in the liquor.
INJURESBOY WITH AUTO AND
I of the above six named must be seTHEN DUMPS HIM INTO THE MYSTERIOUS. SHOT FIRED BY lected and the three having the high- Anyway Saturday will tell whether
STREET
este number of votes are elected to Justice Brusse can And enough eviUNKNOWN RIFLE INJURES
take their places on the school board. dence to bind tihe man over to cirTONY KUNDILLAS IN LEG

Mir

at ^

^

,
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We

invite the

accounts of Corporations, partnerships and

individuals as well as the Savings Accounts of every

woman and

child

in

man,

this community.

Our bank is equipped to handle a large volume of business promytly and to give all service and courteous
attention.

Come

in.

We

will

!

V0™

CAST
CAUCUS

—

BOTTLES OF HOME
BREW
BASEMENT

a

welcome you.

!

I

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK

^

GRAND HAVEN BOY

MOST DASTARDLY

-

TWENTY-

OCCURRENCE

TWO GUN SHOT

cuit court.

{Joe De Vries, a little cha* of 7
Tony Kundillas, aged 15, was shot
years old was run down on the ZeeSHERIFFS FORCE ARREST
land road by parties yet unknown. in the leg with a 22-short bullet on
THREE AT MACATAWA
POLLING
LOT
INTO
Monday
afternoon
while
playing
in
The boy was walking on the cement highway when the driver’s car his back yard at Grad Haven. TKS
A
Sheriff Fortney and Deputy Oscar
was
struck him to the pavement He
- --‘* flrer of the shot which hit Kundillas
Johnson arrestedtwo men and ons
picked up in terrible pain by the un- is not known but police have a good
THE SUGGESTION DOES woman at Macatawa yesterdayon alknown parties who drove thru Hoi- idea as to whom they will question.
NOT
MEET WITH APPROVleged charga of stealing two motor
The
shot
was
fired
mysteriously
and
land and on 12th street to First
AL OF ALDERMEN
boats at till “Soo” and disposing of
whoever is to blame is keeping pretavenue.
them. The sheriffat the Straits wirHe pleaded to be taken to his ty well under cover since the affair
• Former Alderman D. W. Jellema ed the local authorities that he sushome on 15th street, but the driver happened.
Dr. Cherry was called in the case presented a scheme to the council pected the trio were around tbs resaid, "Nothing doing, we turn here.”
and
the lad’s injuries were attend- Wednesday evening for beautifyingsorts. An investigation by the sherI They dropped the boy off and
when he reached home, medical aid ed to. He is reported to be doing the 6th ward. He asked that the 6th iff's force here proved that the suswell and hopes are held out for ward polling place be removed from picions were well founded and the
was at once summoned, and it was very
.
found that the lad’s jaw was brok- an
an eariw
eariy\ recovery.
recovery. Following
Following the the present site and placed on • three are now in the county jail
smaller lot in another section. He awaiting an officer from the north.
en and that his head was cut In three accident, the boy was taken to
/farther suggested that the lot on The prisoners are Frank Sands, Dick
i home.
which the polling place now stands Edema and Mary Sands, at least
The car contained one young
be turned over to the park
board those were the names given the sherP
one old couple.
CITY
and convertedinto a small park. The iff.
I Deputy Sheriff
Johnson is making
She
Prospect Park church, he wrote is
a thorough investigation and states
nuATTTATTniTA
K^ing ready to beautify its propthat if he ever lays his hands on
erty( and the little
^ that point
Aid. Brieve, chairman of the comthe driver, there will be something
mittee on poor, reportedto the comI would greatly add to the beauty of
mon council Wednesday evening that
that section of the city.
d°No doubt the justice before whom
DAYS OF ENTERTAIN- Aid. Prins suggested that the poll- the sum of $99 had been expended
he appears will do the rest.
MENT TO BE STAGED HERE ing place was built long before the for temporary aid the past two

WOULD CHANGE

]

PARK

j

(

BUT

^-

!

COME TO

SAUGATUCK

places.and

.

-

PLASTERED
WITH POSTERS OF

^

CHAUTAUQUA

and the

FOUR

i

Big Pavilion

|

SAUGATUCK TO HAVE
A BIG REGATTA

19

weeks.

RA^E STARTS FROM CHICAGO
AND ENDS AT SAUGATUCK

Lake Kalamazoo and Saugatuck
the Terminal for the greatest
yacht race across Lake Michigan for the season of 1922.

church waa located there and that
hence it was illogicalto ask that t
be removed because the church has
The signs have been put up for been erected near it. The other ald, ermen seemed to agree wth him and
Mu^ual'*^orKanChautauqua that ^ a motion to file the suggestion of Mr.
is to be held in Holland for four 1 Jellema was carried.

BEGINNING JULY

days beginningJuly 19. This will be

A

large fleet of sailing yachts are

FOUR ARE SENTENCED BY ALLEGAN COURT BY JUDGE CROSS

the next big thing to be pulled off
to make a race from Chicago to
Saugatuck for a large money prize. in Holland, and the indications are
The following persona were senI There are at least forty in number that the chautauqua this year will
tenced by Judge Cross In Allegan
| yachts coming from Chicago, Milbe a big one in point of attendance.
circuit court yesterday:
waukee and Racine Yacht Clubs.
Last year, because of a number of
Gibson of Monterey, drew a
, These yachts will leave Chicago unfortunate circumstances,the aud- sixLee
months to six years and a fine of
, at 6 o’clock Saturday night July 8,
ience was not always a large one
$200 for bootlegging;Miss Agnes
Leaving Chicago Saturday Night July 8th the fastest : ! and the one that reaches Saugatuck
I first will get the major part of a time
v* —
.
w.nr_ an,npnHpH .pnt*nri>
yachts of Chicago’s yacht clubs Milwaukee and
prize of
(programs, and because of misunder- ;
gpo™ anH
Racine numbering from 30 to 40 will race diIt is stated that fully 50 more standings in the arrangements, the ^onJardPSvfeet o;ch 3o days in the
cruisers and small sailing yachts will sale of season tickets had not been , Uon(aJdi.n !!1J Z.
rect to Saugatuck for a purse of $500.
accompany this fleet of racers to as laige as was hoped
SLl lZ JrTvit
Fully as many more cruisers and
Saugatuck, so it can be readily seen | But this year every attempt has
t*
k
that
the
town
to
the
southwest
of
bee
made
to
eliminate
all
these
| an automoD e*
smaller sailing yachts will acus is to be the mecca for the larg- chances for a small audience under
company this fleet to
est yachting clubs on the Great the big tent, and it looks as if the wftTTT D RITY
Lakes.
chautauqua is going to draw big. A
Saugatuck.
ISSUE
I Some years ago the Holland re- committee of live citizens have been
sorts used to have these yacht races at work for a long time making all
but for the last ten years at least the necessaryarrangements. Dr. A.
10th
i Spring; Lake and Saugatuck have Leenhouts is chairman of this com- WAYS AND MEANIS committee
TO FIND A ME
ETHOD TO
, been chosen.
mittee and he is being assisted by
DO THIS
i On Monday afternoon July 10th many who believe that a big chauthe regular regatta will take place, tauqua can be put over in Holland,
The City of Holland needs ten
e advertising
and the different boats in their reing matter has been thousand dollars soon to pay for the
i
spectiveclasses will be on the race ' placed on walla, Sill boards, back of new fire truck that was recently purprogram. There ia also going to bs a automobiles, and in many other likely chased and It so happens that, beprogram of aquatic sports on Kala- places. The posters all announce cause of financing various paving
mazoo
the opening date as July 19 and give jobs, the city ia without the funds to
| Many swimming tests by men some hint of the character of the take care of this matter. Nor was it
Tuesday night July 11th 2nd great annual yachtman’s
and women, boys and girls will be programs.
provided for in the annual appro
Ball at the Big Pavilion, all yachtman wearseen on
I As usual there will be two pro- prlation bill. Hence the only way
| Tuesday night. July 11-, the sec- grams daily, one in the afternoon seemed to be to issue bonds for the
ing uniform admitted free.
ond great annual yachtmen’s ball is ' and one at night Each program will amount.
to be held at the big pavilion with a moreover be a double-header,comAid. Prins however suggested that
large Italian Barbino orchestra to posed of two features, often a lec- it was poor business to have the
Prizes for across lake race and Lake Kalamazoo races
: furnish the music. All the yacht- ture and a musical program, or a
board of public works, with plenty
will be announced and awarded from the
I men will be present in fall uniform play and a musical program. The
of spare money on hand, put that out
stage at 10:30 P. M.
with their beautifully dressed ladies. | Mutual-Morgancompany during its at two and a half per cent interest
The prize winner for the cross- appearance in Holland last year and then have the city raise money
. lake Michigan race and also the made many friends here who can bo
by bonds and pay six per cent The
Come and show your appreciation of the courtesy that
winners in the Lake Kalamazoo expected to come back this year for council finally decided to refer the
races will be announced and award- entertainment
the above yacht clubs have shown us by choosing
whole matter to the ways and means
! ed from the stage at the pavilion
The season tickets will sell for committee, with the suggestionthat
Saugatuck for their annual cross lake race.
,10:80 Tuesday
| $1.60 for adults and
half that that committee find some method of
is surely starting
~*
At~' amount for children. The chautau- 0f raising the necessarymoney withSaugatuck Is
the
resort season off right.
qua will be held at the usual place, out resorting to a bond issue.
:

?nd
for. I
ed k

$500.

interfered

^

,

^

]

TRUCK

WITHOUT BOND

Monday

yacht
racing, watermellon race and
afternoon July

other acquatic sports on

1

Lake

Kalamazoo.

Lake.

Monday.

|

1

i

at

evening.

“

The Strand

....

Friday, July 7, Hoot Gibson in

"The Bear Cat.” An out door
story that is different Six reels
of fun, thrills,and excitement.
The best western screen story of
the year. Special comedy — "The
Star
'

Boarder.”

Saturday, July

_

___

_

__

-

Jack Hox-

A

story

of the great open spaces where
red blooded men fight for right
and honor; where brave women
face great dangers to help the
men they love. Snub Pollard
comedy, "High Life.” Also "The
Adventures of Tarzan” 8th episode.

Monday, July 10, Doris May in
"The Foolish Age/’ You’ll be
smilin' — you’ll be happy. There’s
a laugh every minute. The fun
niest comedy drama of the year.
Larry Seaman comedy, "Between
the Acts.”
Tuesday, July 11— Bock Jones
in “Bar Nothing.” He was a rollicking cowboy but when the girl
called him a coward— it sort of
took his breath away. A western

that crackleswith action. Harold Lloyd comedy "Ask Father.”

Wednesday, July 12 — Bebe
Daniels in "Nancy from Nowhere.” Don’t waste your evening
at home when you can have an
hoar and a half of thrilling
mance with the shyest little
oine imaginable. Two reel Son
shine comedy "Pardon Me.”

_ _

t

8

ie in "Spanks of Flint.”

'

__

-

day, Samuel Goldwyn pre7]f
sents “Don’t Neglect Your Wife”
powerful dramatic story of the
romantic days of the early seventies in Californiaand in New
York’s infamous “Fire Points.”
Two reel Special Comedy: "Hazards and Home Runs.”

{

_________

>

:

Holland City News

PACE TWO

OUTDOOR WEDDING

IS

CAN AGAIN DRIVE TO
ENJOY HOLLAND
MACATAWA PARK
SHOE CO. PICNIC

1200

HELD AT

HOME
The innual picnic of the Holland _
beautiful outdoor wedding ^0,pWaLH hejj) ,ast Saturday, at

At a

COMFORT

IN

BRIDE’S

Mules are the cheapest they have
Miss Evelyn Nienhuis is visiting
been in years. It perhaps should be relativesin Fenton, Illinois.
called a stubborn maritet.
F. D. Postom of Springfield, III.,
Gasolinewent up a penny in Hol- inspectorof risks for the Franklin
land the same as it did in Grand Life Insurance Co. was in Holland
Rapids and elsewhere.
Saturday on business.

Through the courtesyof Mayor E.

Wednesday mgfht, Mias Viola Pm,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Pas',
living southeast of
! city, was
united in marriage
_____ _ .bout 1200 who journeyed to mi. ^ M.c.t.we Park in comperetive
to _____
Mr. Elwood
comfort. The Willite Co. in co-oper».
Geegh. Rev. J. Van Peursem and Rev. outing h»d . real ,P
----------------Promptly at 9 o clock the bicycle ti()I1
the cottIltyrold
C.
P. Dame officiated.----Retta Pas, sister of he bride, was bridesmaid, ahd
was started “onV the cor* aion is putting through the west 17th
Henry Pas, brother of the bride, at- n®*1 of River avenue and 16th St. A street paving Job and thia made it
tended the groom. Little
*?-8 °n h j to “t® necessaryto make a detour near the
Evers and June DeHaan were ring- the start; but the bu; crowd wm al- ice houses while the road was brokbearers, and Henrietta Kooyers
J®nUon p*« to wltn«,5Bthe en up.
Juliana Dykstra were flower girls. finish of the race.^ Henry Oonk, the
Soon after the detour had been esThe double-ring service was used. Jourth r‘der for the Finishingroom tablished complaints began to pour in

-

cnic.

^

SIMPLICITY

re‘*y

James
and

Mr.
r and Mre.^Wm. Horton

THE Holland Auto-Type Engine
is

played

^
12 minutes after 9 there6 °n ^ayor S^P^n that it wm very
Lohengrin's ‘‘Weddi
Und^wig
“B^by
winning
first pri*e for hii team, "y Mr
Mias Helene Vande
Hardelot before
was closely followed by Tom Ny- county road commission is required
cause,” by Guy D. Hardelot
______ ,
the ceremony and "Until,” by Wil- b(?er1,.0f ,th®^Cu^ rw0"I’ and * t0 mainUin th« dtAoun in sucb cases,
a length behind Nyboer came but 8ince
HolUnd people
ired Sanderson,during the •'***- wheel a
Hoef lor
for me
the sole
Sole Learner
Leather were
w*rA inconvenienced
inmnvpnUn^ by
hw it,
if the mayor
mony. Mrs. Wm. Horton played the John Ver
ver noei
piano and Mr. Horton and their chil- department. It was an exciting race made ft his affair. He asked the city

adjust*
fuel or

|0

"wssga&s

“

sevarsaws

str.

By means

“

'

bs» attifsasts

1

connectionsto move about or ad-

just.

MEN

-

Holloed Ante-lype4 H. P.

j

J

1

ings.
. *

_

PROGRAM OF SPORTS

-

.

,

crash

SUCCUMBS, Un

^

ta

ehn^I^f

These and other important features you

Inc.

Holland, Michigan

wK

1

MWWMI

—

EE

HEAT YOUR HOME

WITH CERTAMY
-The Holland Furnace is
guaranteed

to give satis-

faction in every respect

•The Holland Guarantee

Town-

He

covers the installation as
well as the furnace.

It is

backed by the strongest

j

w^theMene^a
K,rMhr.t!n
$ V.X-B,*,
n!vl
. , . 4.

2nd. Ge-

dor 18.
lit,

PROMINENT SCHOOL

7.

HOLLAND

It

the

may

home.

be that you need to think of this matter

today.

noPrime, tw* necktiee.

Jane McCarthy and Leonard
Our Booklet explains:

Rope Skippieg Contest.
Girls aeder 16. let prime,

80 -Yd.

41

Holland Furnace

What You Should Know About Wills and the
Conaarvation of Estatas.”

Gold Venity Ceeo; 2nd prime,
Bottle of Perfume.
1st Jeanette Karsten; 2nd Winona
Petenon.
8. Cock Fifkt for Foremen. Prise
Fountain
($1 fine for
every foreman who does not
outer contest.)
Ed Munson.
9. Collar and Tie R^ce, Men. 1st
priae, 1 Pt Thermos Bottle;

“Oldest Trait Compiny in Michigai"

THE
MichiganTrust

Pei

HOLLAND FURNACE

COJVUPATSIY

2nd prise, Flashlight.
1st, George Cocks; 2nd, John
Ludema.
10. Lemon Raee. Ladies Free-for*
All. 1st prise, Purse; 2nd

Make

r-WARM FRIENDS!

...

very pretty double
took piece Thursday morning at 10
o'clock, at the home of Mrs. Kate De
Witt, 92 East 18th St., when her
daughter Cora became the bride of
Mr. Gerrit Timmer, and her daughter
Gertrude was married to Mr. Peter
J. Mulder. Under an arch of ferns
and carnations,the meraony was
performed by Rev. J. A. Klaaren of
North Holland, assisted by Rev. J. R.
Mulder, of Pella Iowa. The double
ring ceremony was used, the little
Dornbos twins being the ring-bearers.
Miss Dora Wentzel played the Wedding March of Lohengrin. Miss Gertrude Mulder sang "At Dawning,”
and after the ceremony, Mrs. J. R.
Mulder sang, "I Love You Truly,”
both accompanied by Miss Madge
Mulder.
An elaboratewedding breakfast
was served after which the two couples left for their trips. Many beauiiful gifts were received.
Both yc
young ladies have been prom
inent in the schools of this city, Miss
Cora having served efficiently as the
Principal of the Longfellow school,
and Miss Gertrude having taught for
two years in the Lincoln school. Mr.
Timmer is principal of the Northwestern Classical Academy at OrBnge City Iowa,, where Mr. and Mrs.
Pimmer will be at home after July
15. Mr. Mulder has just finished his
Workc at the Universityof Michigan
for his Mister of Science Degree, and
nccepted the position of laboratory

fit

sultation-

Overbeek.

POLK ARE WED'

heating plant to

Our Trust Officers are always available for con-

6. WheelbarrowRece. Boye

ployed in Grand Rapids at present

-Holland men design the

order.

I»•

|in

the world.

Our prompt consultation gave him the very light
he needed* He got his ideas well formulated,and
our experiencedattorney wrote his Will in short

l*

Reformed

concern of its kind

Due to a change in hia family,
»y. his old Will was
wrong, absolutely wrong. The need of new Will
was imperative.

Is/prbe |1; 2nd

Fir*

CO.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

General Offices

—

Holland, Mich.

225 Branches in Central

States.

prize, Bottle of Toilet Water.
1st, Olive Ressegie; 2nd, Mrs. H.
Steketee.

11. Ball Throwing Contest. Married

Women.

1st prize,

DOES IT PAY?

Alum

inum Combination Sot; 2nd
priza, Aluminum Spider.
1st, Mrs. John Vande Woude; 2nd
Mrs. Harry Young.
12. Pillow Fight, Men. Prize, Fish
Rod and Reol.

Harry Bronkborst.
14. Tug-of-War. 10 Men Teams

m

North and South Wings, John
Beltman, capt. vs. East and

West Wings, Henry

'

capt. Prise $11.00.
East and West Wings.
15. Sparring Exhibition(three 2minute rounds) Exo vs. Hout-

is YOUR answer?
Remember. Insurance Is not

speculation, it

rp
.

is

protection.

You want

the

best. Only the best

Exo and Houting draw.
16. Sparring Exhibition, (three 2minute rounds, Siegers vs.
I

•>

your
Agency.

$3.00

One

Way

:

.

$5.50

Round Trip

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Lv. HOLLAND DAILYf9:30 P. M.-Saturday only 1:45 P. M.
Lv. CHICAGO DAILY 10:00 P. M.-Saturday
-Saturday only L80 P. If.

1147
•

TO

Fleet of White Five

CHICAGO

insurance

McBride insurance agency
Telephone

Zwemer woods

oldest, largest,and strongest

raham £
Morion l ine

Ci

Steel

Besides this, it has always given you dependable
service. Its one aim has been to furnish security
and service.
It.is

^

Ml***

will do.

For more than fifty years the Till McBride Insurance
Aiency has furnished this community with just that
kind of insurance, that the very best there is to
be had.

ing.

>y t
the Henry
Miaa Jeanncttte Vander Ploeg has camping in the
teturned to her home In Fenton, m. at Port Sheldon.

ans to you in saving andsacrifice?

Wat

Boer,

draw.

LARGEST INSTALLERS OF FURNACES IN THE WORLD.

To take a chance with your savings?
Your answer emphatically “NO.” You put your
savings in a bank, where they are safe.
Again:— DOES IT PAY?— to take a chance with
your HOME and all that it holds, and all that it

Weyschede. Prixe, Silk Shirts.
Siegers and Weyschede
mstructor at Swarthmore College,
Extra WrestlingMatch, Jake Van
Penn., where they will make their
Bragt vs. George .Palmer, Van Bragt
Rome, after October 1st.
won 2 out of 3 falls, 1st fall in eight
minutes, 2nd fall in six minutes.*'
The James A. Brouwer Co. deliv- SQUIRREL WITH RABIES
ered a truckload of furnitureto a
customer in Grand Rapids Friday.

_

Holland Engine Co.

P

Vriea were united in marriage
.
by Rev. B. H. Einink pastor of the!
*0 Yd. Daeh-Ledy Employeae;
Central Avenue Christian
Ivory Mirror! 2nd
church. Approximately 175 relativea v
and friends attendedthe ceremony. NeJJ ,e ^e Bree, 2nd, Elizabeth
Mrs. De Vries formerly was em- Van Ewaards.
ployed by the A. Stekotee Sons Co.,
Yd. Dash for Mon. let pnsa
and the groom by the West Michigan
Qwt Thermoe Bottle; 2nd
prime, Everakerp Pencil.
Furniture Co., as a cost accountant
First, Bernie Vanden Brink; 2nd,
Mr. DeVries is a graduate of the
Collejn and is em Peter Unema.
Holland BusinessCollege
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Holland Auto-Type Engine”— A necessity on every farm
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ALLEGAN

di-

portant there are no tanks and hose

ALLEGAN THROWS OPEN
scisthe

the race track and are far enough
children of Byron Center, Mr. and minutes on a hammer-lock hold and
from
the camp grounds that no one
Mrs. Wm. Horton and children, J. the next fall in six minutes on a
mnm>Ta*ra
and Leola, Mr. and Mrs. Claver and sora hold. After dinner came
l/UUKo iU UUUKlolo need be disturbed while enjoying the
novelty offered by the camp life. BeMr. and Mrs. Brandt and son Russell drawing contests. Miss Nellie Van
numerous free camp fore people began to tour with autoIHarn won the wrist watch. Peter 1 .Among the numero
of Grand Rapids.
in Michigan mobiles the park . was
a favorite
[Brooks the men’s suit of clothes;
_____________
; Katie Kienstra the girls’ coat and none . * be found more attractive place for society picnics of various
BUSINESS
I Harolo Boer the boy’s suit. The two ?r offering a greater degree of com- kinds and reunions and such gatherbig numbers on the program for the ‘ort than Riverside park in Allegan, ings were frequent because o^the
GIVE
davat «pnuro little
nine folks
xoncs were the
me fish
nsn pond and
ana Although no previous attempt has central location in the county.
HAND KUYAL
the merry^0-round.Each child un- been made to advertise these grounds The city of Allegan, county seat of
persons during Allegan county, is on the direct
1 der 12 was given several free rides a large number of
It took five automobiles to carry ®n the merry-go-round and the kid- past three seasons have found them road between Kalamazoo and Hoithe American Legion band members dies under 8 were each given a tick- and availed themselvesof the natur- land and one of the shortest routes
irom Holland to Allegan and return ®t which entitled them to hook a al advantages and feasted on the between Paw Paw, on trunk line 17,
Thursday. When they reached the P™® from a wonderful pond which charming scenery surrounding the and Grand Rapids. While neither of
neighboring city they gave a parade contained numerous articles i-cm jrt*ce.
these highways are trunk lines, the
iollowed with a concert in court rubber balls to Cupie dolls for girls;
iverside park is the fairgroundsof roads are very good and the scenery
bouse
, and from repeatingpistols to three- the Allegan County Agricultural So- is charming. Trunk line 89 crosses
Allegen folks were elated over masted sail boats for boys. At 3:30 ciety. It consists of about 60 acres Allegan County east and west betheir efforts and asked the boys to the Holland Shoes crossed bats with en the edge of the city three blocks tween Martin on trunk line 13 and
return at some future
the Drenthe ball team on vhe new north from the street which forms a the West Michigan Pike, intersecting
A delegation from South Haven Jenison Park ball diamond. This’ part of the Michigan trunk line 89. the latter at a point between the
called on Director John Van Vyven diamond was slow, as it has not been The land lies at four distinct eleva- townships of Ganges and Saugatuck
and made arrangements for the band used for several years until this sea-'tious. on one of the highest of which in the heart of the Michigan Fruit
to come to that city in the near fu- son. It is the same field on which are situated all of the exhibition build Belt.. The route westward from Alture when a celebration is planned, the Holland Independents and Hoi-, ings and the grandstand, the latter legan is in course of improvement
The band boys then made a
Interurbans fought it out for overlooking the broad expanse of the and doubtlesswill be finished next
of the business places having a sere- the city championship several years lower part of the grounds conUining year. From the city to the Dixie'
nade up their sleeve for each and aft- »&<>• The game was one-sidedbut
e race track and athletic field. On highway the road is excellentand
er this stunt was over the legionnar-rather interesting for the large the elevation above the race track is passes through a rich farming comies had difficulty in carrying their in- crowd m the Shoes won by a score
plain of. several acres from which munity. The route from Allegan
iptruments lor fear of breaking the o! 10 to 2. Cliff Brighlrall pulled may be seen the beautifulKalama- to Grand Rapids through Monterey,
.lumber of cigars with which down most of the prize money that zoo river as it flows in its winding Salem and Jamestown to the Holtheir rzundarm pockets were filled. was offered. He received S5 for get- course to the east, north and west land-Grand Rapids road is popular
. .A>hjrrbecuewhich brought plenty ting the most hits and $2 for scorpast the park, and the high hills in because of its shorter distance and
T)f roasts ox. sandwiches was held on ing the most runs- Colton got $5 for the distance. This plot is of suffi- beautiful scenery, although the highthe fairgrounds, iaBowed by a base the longest hit of the day.
cient size to easily accommodate way is not as good as trunk line 89
ball game.between Allegan and Hast- The complete program of sports
hundreds of tents without crowding, to Martin.
* and winners follow:
City water, which is cold and pure, A cordial invitationis extended
The Vbund boys returned home
is piped into the ground and is for tourists to make Riverside park a
about muinuroL
the free use of all
stoppingplace, and it is hoped their
- ~ '
| 1. »;OQ A. M.— Bicycle Relay
Through the co-operationof the numbers will demonstrate to the fair
“second victim of
t;am#; HM*** Agricultural society, the city council association and the businessmen of
and the Allegan Commerdal Club, the city that the hospitality is appre•NEAR ALLEGAN
e”!
’ e,!*'1
Another victim of the train-auto
$Jnd pr ie $1°! th,rd RiversidePark was opened thre« elated.
cxaah at the Miner lake crossing yeaFirst, Finishingroom, P. Van
terdsy, succumbed to injuries. BeaLangeveld,
inge
Louis Van Ingen, Joe
trice Wheatley, 5 died in the John
Schipper, Hery Onk.
Robinson hospital it Allegan from
nf the brain Verlan
Cutting Room 2nd, Q. Breen, N.
Before
Left
hnn^af Jr thfsccide^ Clark, C. Robar. and Tom Nyooer
^dnrd«th^r
Sole L***®' Rown. Teddy Vander
«“dmo?«d VhM._J.hn Vo, Henry Br.uK,,. J.
THIS roan of affairs had many irooortant things
Mrs. Wheatley is said to have a frac- Ver Hoef.
to attend to His most important ono was
•:4S A. M. — Pie eating contact;
lured akull.
his Will. Properly considered,it is with
bays nndar 12; let prise, $1;
every man the most important He was going
2nd prime, 80 cante.
on a long trip.
RAPIDS MAN J®bn ^ersma;^ 2mb Gerrit^Kienrtra,

and fan

has positive cooling and what is im-

I

bave

of radiator

rectly connected to the engine, it

^ty^irTnred^hrtT^e

#

No pumps are used for

water circulation,thus elim-

inating a frequent source of trouble.

ing the congratulations.
The decor"*
the use of citizens of the whole coun- J
ations were daisies and roses. Mr. ance of the morning'ssport^rogram vaMtkge couId not be mjlde on the
try. All perons interestedin the
and Mrs. Anthony Dogger were mas- were the two sparring exhibitions^gulir road B0 that traffic could g^l
faTand the wrestling match which wrs through Althomrh the mamtenar* 1 C0Uj y Ia,r areeainai a place lavter and mistress of ceremonies.
nut in as an extra number In the
5
A u,()“«l, m® "laintenace ored 80 mUflb ^th natural beauty
The out-of-townguests were: Mr. put m as wi fxtra numher in the 0f a aetour s also not the bus ness
and Mrs. Cora Evers and children of sparring exhibitions the opponents 0f ^be dilute people, they com-plied should be used every day instead of
West Va.; Mr. and Mra.
J. Luidens were all evenly matched
Mrs. J.matched, and the willingly,and the road was put into only one week each year. So the
of Evanston, “
HI.;
. Mrs. Thos. Ven,. bouts were very entertaining.
entertaining, in
In the 8Uch
8Ucb 8bape
8bap€ that
tbat the detour will no gates were thrown open and a welcome extended to all who wished to
buizen of South Bend, Ind.; Rev. wrestling match^ Van^Bragt was ]onger
be madea
come at any time. The base ball
diamond and athletic field are inside
mazoo; Dr. and Mrs. N. DeHaan and ponent and won the first fall in eight'

»'

extremely simple in construction.

There are no complicated parts to

...-a'.

River Ave. Cor. 8th St.

SO HIDE

FAMILY COMMUTATION TICKETS

$50,00

DIRECT SERVICE-LOWEST FREIGHT RATES VIA THIS LINE.
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TO
RUN DOWN ON
THE
SIXTEENTH
FAIR

'SKVXEAL HOLLAND
BOYS AND GIRLS
I OASES DISPOSED OP
JUDGE STOCK AT
BY JUDGE GB088
HOLLAND

CHANGE*

-

BOY

Benjamin Kalkman, the

WANTED PULLETS AND HENS
ST.

We

want 0 to 8 weeks old Leghorn

and Ancona Pallets and

|

A

of. IS

ST
ul'
WHBRKA8

yearling

ptnu'i* *(

15-year-

^^h^.r'r.lsr.ny'of

Bxp&ra

MOBTOAOI astJ

«** Sm
defwiU

t»<* mmi+ ia
Mourod bjr a
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ZftU

Justice Den Herder upon examin- 1 At a session of circuit court on
breeds of good type and quality.> k**! by lUriau* VmPmim mS Mary
ation bound Frank Ttitt of Holland Friday and ’ Saturday Judge Cron
Putten. hit wife, of (lie City of BdLUni. O*
Write us and we will call and
over to circuit court on the charge delivered one sentenceand gave find- sociation may enlarge the Grand- in-jured Monday forenoon
Wwo County. Mirk fan, to Prank Dyk*
of burglary in the day
I ings in six cases. A
judgment was stand at the fair grounds and there he was run down by an automobile. your flock.
M tru«te«.of the a*cd« place, wfctek martThe
boy
was
on
his
wheel
and
was
State
Farms
Association,
ftfe wm recorded h the ofleo of the RSfto*
Tutt it is alleged entered the fiat awarded in two cases involving a is also a possibility of erecting an
Kalamasoo, Mich. ter of Deede of OlUirn County, Mtcfegna. <n
of Carl Higge, 185 E. 8th 8t.f enter- Ur»nd Haven concern. Charles E. automobile exhibition building to going to cross the street when he
the 2and dey of Nonunber A. D. 1015 »t *
ed the vestibule and was taking the Cake was found guilty of forgery cost 125000 with dimensions of 50x was struck by the oncoming car. He
three o'clock P M In L'.har 101. of lloriwas
thrown
off
the
bicycle
and
suscoat of ilr. Bigge and also one be- and was sentenced to spend 60 days 800 feet
ftfee on pofe 348. and
En|lie«rii( Sertlc* Compay
longing to Mrs. Bigge and was about in jail. Cake passed a check in HolMore than $2000 will be spent on tained serious injuries about the
WHKRKAH the anemut claimed to be dot
lo walk off with
land for which tkerT were not suffl- the race track card and a radio dem- head and other parts of his body.
on
at the rme of Ufw notice IS111 Union Nat Bank Bldg.
The
extent
of
his
injuries
could
not
TTiree
Thoueand Fre Hundred aad B'|htf.
Mrs. Bgge noticed the intruder c.ent funds in the bank to cover. He onstration will also be given. A spenonart, (93 580 OC,. principal, aad Eight*
who gave her to understand that he was taken to Grand Haven from Chi- cial attraction at the fair will be the
immediately determined,but a
Civil EigiattrUg tad Simylaf
Hundred Porty-Serro and 81-100 dollar*
hurryup
call
was
sent
for
the
amcomwas sent to take the coats to a dry cago for the crime which he
judging of stock by youthfuljudges.
(9847.83) mtereut. and fire Hlmdred NinetyM. M. BUCK
bulance
in
which
the
injured
boy
cleaner. He was arrested and ar- mitted more than a year ago in a
Seren and ninety aeten hundredth dollar*
Boys and firls from ten to 18 are
($507.07)toiM paid, and the farther mar
Phone 2S24 Muskegon, Mick.
raigned before Justice Den Herder> hotel in Holland,
going to judge one ring each of was rushed in an unconsciouscondiof Th'rty fire dollar* (|39) a* an ottoniey
where it is said be admitted that
The case of Alick Patrick charged horses, cattle, sheep and swine and tion to the hospital, where he was ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#••••••••••
fee r.rorlded for h> ntotute which I* th*
the time of his entering the place he with the cottage robberies on Spring one pen of poultry. If you wish given treatment
whole amount olalmed to he do e on aofcd
The
accident
occurred
on
East
was so drunk that be did not know Lake wss brought up and party
M your son or daughter to enter the
mortgage and no eult or proceeding having:
Expires
July
15 — 9482
16th
street
between
College
and
mentioned arraigned but not sen- contest write the county agricultural
wat he was doing.
been Institutedat low or In equity to recovNotice to Creditors
er the debt now rtmaa^'ing- nerorod hr aid'
His case will come up in circuit tenced. Patrick is but 15 or 16 agent and he will arrange for the Columbia avenues.
STATE OF MICHIGAN — The pro- mortgage;nor any part thereof,whereby the
court in August.
years of age aad as his case is free tickets and the training.It
nower of »> containedIn aaid mortgage
rather a unique one it is arousing be a wnderful opportunityto ' the John H. Van Huis has severed his bate court for the county of Ottawa, bee become otwretlra
some
young people. Try and interest your connection with the Standard Oil Co. In the matter of the estate of
NOW THEREFORE notice la hereby gtv*»
SCHOOL
Jenni* Drool, Deceased
tbet by virtue of th« eeid ’ power of tale
la the case of the Firestone Steel youngster in the contest. Prises will effectiveSaturday.
WILL BE HELD
Notice is hereby given that four and In purauanreof the etatute in took
Products Company versus the Ham- be worth
—
months from the 19th of June A. D. raae made nrarlf-d aaid mortgage will bo
ilton
Motors
of
Grand
Haven
and
in
G€0rlf0
De
Witt
and
JULY 10TH
forwloeedby aale of the premlee*thereto
the case of the Firestone Rubber
Ben Howard Zimmer of Holland daughter Ruth are spending their va- 1922, have been allowed for credi- deacrlb.^l.el pubEr auntidn, to th* high**
agaist the same defendant,the plain- ^ visiting Russell Peterson at Grand cation in Detroit viaitingfriends snd tors to present their claims against bidder a* the north fm.t door of the Court
Another election is about upon the tiff was swarded a judgment to the Haven
said deceased to said court of ex- ...
Howe In the City of ftrand Horen. Ortunty
relatives.
citizens of Holland again, and this extent of $2,662.
amination and adjustment,and that o' ttowa and aiate of Michiganon Monday
election is in many repecta the most
No cause for action was the judgall creditors of said deceased are re- the 14th day of Align*. A: D. 1828. *
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Van Zanten
A son of Milo Oosterbaan sustained quired to present their claims to said two o*el>k In the afternoonof that day,
important held at any time of the ment of the coart in the esse of the
which aaid prern’ora are dewribod In aaid1
___ Other
____
____________
year.
elections are _____
more spec- Howe, Snow Corrigan and Bertles, °* Br00Kiyn>are visitingrelatives ia a fracture of the forearm while at court ct the probate office in the city mortgage
ea folWnrv
play. So did a son of William Prinaj of Grand Haven, in said county, on
tacuUr and arouse more public inter- stock brodeerage firm of Grand* Rap- M°iian<i f°r a *ew vreeks.
I-** numb— d one (1) and the North thirof Columbia avenue.
est, but this one remains perhaps the ids, against John A. Vtnderveen
or before the 19th day of October, teen (13) f**% of lot nomSered ten (10) in
Block numbered twenty woven (17) of the
most important because it touches Holland.
A. D. 1922, and that said claims will or’flnnl
CHARM NG MUSIC
niaa ef the Village, now OUy. of HolBOY DROWNS SUNDAY
most vitally the interests of the peo- a new trial was denied by the
be hesrd by said court on
land. of r-eem ,n th- oflle- of the RegioUr
WHILE IN BATHING Tuesday, the 24th day of Octobor, A. of
court in the civil case of Max Rub- Succeasfal Recital Given By Mm Me
De-da of Dttawa Omnty. Mtchfgan. all la
The annual school election is held enstein againg Henry Geerlings of
Ofiy of Holland. Ottawa Ooonty. MichiD. 1922, at 10 o’clock in the fore- the
Key Laat Friday Evening
gan.
each summer in July, and this year Zeeland for alleged slander,
Saugatuck had its second drown- noon.
I Ra'd pmn'aee w"l he enld auMect to a
the date will be July 10. This an- Th*e court has had a fairly active
ing accident within a week when
Dated June 19, A. D. 1922.
nrtor m<w***ea. ther-on given by Evert Vannouncement was made Saturday by session for this period but the reguA most interesting piano recital William Kondrathi, aged 16, of
JJAMES J. DANHOF, dev Vn»k t.nd >lrnr‘e4to Vender Kolk. hi*
the committee of the board of educa- lar session will not convene until was given by pupils of Miss Lalla E. North Lincoln street Chicago, lost
in »Hr Hottavd OHy Bote Dank, on
Judge of Probate. wf*
the flrat day if March A. D. 1807.' which
tion in. a circular passed out to call August.
McKay in the Methodist church be- his life while in bathing Sunday
mertmte wm reooHwt m the office of ft#
attention to the event. As usual, the
for a large and responsive audience. afternoon at about 4 o’clock. The
Rcgrtrr of Deed, of Ottawa Oountv. MIA,
The pupils did excellent work, sever- body was recovered at 6. The boy
on March 4th 1807. In Liber 84 of MortgagExpires July — 9471
“i.^tagheit 2noK7*tt!! DIES
on nag* 818.
al of tne participants showing well was not a good swimmer and he went
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The pro- ee Dated.
afternoonand closing at 8 o'clock at
Holland.Mich , May 10th. A. Ik
HORITON,
developed talent and more than or- down when he stepped into water too bate Court for the County of Otta1822.
night. Voten from Ml $ie wards art
dinary musical intelligence.The deep for him. The life saving crew wa.
expected to visit the polling place News was received in Holland on program required a high grade of
n,
Thmtea.
recoveredthe body.
At a session of said court held at D!rk-m*.Kolieeik T-r(Vto.
there and register their wishes in re- Sunday of the sudden death of Dr. excellence and in point of technique
A/ttovney,for Tru*U*.
the probate office in the city of Burble.* AddiMi:—
gard to new school
Edward Karsten m Hontan, is. and interpretation the work was up
Grand Haven in said county on th»
Holland. M'rh gan
Preliminary to the election, a Pr- Karsten according to the brief to a high stadard. Miss McKay waa DAIRIES ARE INSPECTED
BY HEALTH COMMITTEE 6th day of June, A. D. 1922*
school caucus will be held on Wednes- aispatch, dropped dead, presumably ably assisted by Master Paul VauPresent: Hon. James J. Danhof,
day evening, July 5 in the high school of heart disease. No announcement peonon boy soprano of Kalamazoo
All dairies furnishingmilk to the Judge of Probate.
buildingat 7:45 o’clock. At that about the funeral has yet been wjj0M beautifulvoice and songs
Expires July 22
city of Holland have been inspected.
In the natter of the estate of
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN— The CirOn a scale of 100 points as standard
Hendrik J. Dyk, Decerned
the highest was given 85 points, the
John H. Dyk having filed in Bald cuit Cojr: for the County of OtUwi
lowest 50 points. The names of the court his petition praying that the —In Chancery. . - ^
day of
Jany
, Lifor prof- Lou“ Paul McKayi organist owners of these dairies and their
adm nistrat
of said estate be Franco* Dieters, by ** *'
The men whose terms of office ex* Rf^;n
who is widely known in all the
hi*
seen at the city granted to himself or to some other Myrtle Godhart, her
pire this year .re Dr, A, Leenhout. of
cities, wu well
zuardlan ad litem, Plaintiff,'
suitable person,
president of the board of education in the
some very interesting registrations. Committeeappointed by the Board
It is Order. That the
at present, Henry Winter and George tion. He was at one time a student
The pupils played with
poise
'ulius Dieters, Defendant.
7th Day of Au|tut, A. D. 1922
Mboi. The last named was chosen of Hope College and has many and confidence that bore evidence of of Health—
In this cause it appearing by afat ten o’clock in the forenoon at aaid
last year to fill out an unexpired friends and relatives here.
careful musical training and the
B. B. Godfrey, Health Officer.
probate office, be and is hereby ap- fidavitnow on file that the defendaudience was pleased with Miss Me
Richard Overweg, clerk.
»nt, Julius Dieters, reside! out ot
pointed for hearing said petition;
bjTanyone S thesemen^ but^t Is alh TO
Kay’s fine recital.
Henry Bosch, Inspector.
ihc State of Michigan,
It
is
further
Ordered,
That
public
sumed that all three will stand for
1ST
Therefore, on motion of Fred Tr
notice thereof be given by publicare-nominationand re-election, in
tion cf a copy of this order, onca Miles, atorney for the plaintiff, it ia
case the voters who attend the caucus
each week for three successive weeka ordered that the defendant enter his
and election see fit to name them.
Music lovers will be given a treat
previous to said day of hearing in appearance in said cause on or beUnless something unforseen denext Monday night July 10th at
the Holland City News, a newspaper fore three months from the rate ot
velopes between now and the evening
the First Reformed church, when
printed and circulated in said coun- this order, and that within twenty
of the caucus, it is entirely likely
days the complainant cause thia orJames J. Danhof,
that both the caucus and election will Mr. Earl Billings of Chicago, and
be quiet affairs. As far as known at Miss Evelyn Keppel will give a conA true copy
Judge of Probate. der to be publishedin the Holland
present, there is no contest of any cert. Mr. Billings is a pianist and
Cora VandeWater,Registerof Pro- City Nevi, a ns-^paper published
kind in
organist and his part of the program
»nd c'rculatcd in eaid county, salfi
bate.
will include organ numbers, some in
Mrs. J. C. Post snd Miss Katherine publics! on to be continued onefe*
rnrtAT
" dl10
reproducing
Post have returned to the city after .•a'lh week for six weeks in soccer
piano He ht8EuPhone
made a number or
(ion.
an absence of several months.
rolls used on the instrument and ia
5 Round Trips $1.00
Dated thii 2nd d:y of June, 1921.
also a composer.
ORIEN 8. CROSS,
.
T
• This Will be in nature of a fareFRED T.
C rcult Judge
A fluiet wedding to^ pUce on wel, concert in that Miss Keppel is
NOTICE OF MEETING
Attorney for Plaintiff,
Thursday, June 29th, when Mi.s soon tQ maj£e anotj,er cjty her resi50 RIDES
olland,
•
'•j
To Whom It May Concern—
Mary Kronemeyer became the bnde dence Honan(i regrets that it must
Whereas,
on
the
28th
day
of
May,
60 Day Commutation Tickets
°^ifr‘^ohn
lo*e one of its leading singers, and
A. D. 1922, an application was filed
The ceremony was performed by
no doubt weifiorae opportunExpirei July
with Henry Siersma, County Drain
the Rev. A. Van Den Berg at the ity of hearing her.
2c Par Mila
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Commissioner
of
the
County
of
Ot- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The CirThe concert will be free to the
tawa, for the cleaning, straightening cuit Court for the County of OttaKronemeyer at Central Park. The public, but a limited number of the
double ring ceremony was used. The seats will be reserved for those esand extending of a certain drain, wa— In Chancery.
bride was attended by Mrs. Martin
which said drain waa described in Katherine Pellett, Plaintiff, ,
pecially interested. The Cable Piano
aaid application at follows, to-wit:
Kronemeyer, sister of the groom, Co. of Chicago and the Meyer Music
#• 1
while Martin Kronemeyer,brother House have engaged these artists
Beginning on the N H NW K
r
of the bride, attended the groom.
7 township of Blendon about. 40
P**!11**^'
Carefully and Promptly Handled
with the idea of introducing the resouth and 40 rods west of oi the
aPPeann& by affidavitnow oa
The bride has for some years been producing piano to Holland music
a teacher in the local high school lovers. An enjoyable and artistic
comer thereof, thence N to the N flle that the r««dence of the doholds a ponuum
position in
line of said description,thence N and fendant Frank C. Pellett, is «oand the groom holds
: assured
the Zeeland CommercialSavings P £
W on John Klinger's land the 8WK .known, and that hit whereabouts i»
Serve* you ell Seaton! of the Year
bank. The newly-weds are
sec 6 of said town to the west line, unknown,
their ^ome in Holland at *40B
3.2
‘'V!g th! Therefore, on motion of Fred T.
}ataaaaaaMaaaaaaaaa—
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaSaaaaaaa—
aaaaawoaaaaaMttma
16th St.
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DOES HIS JOB IN
SYSTEMATIC

NOVEMBER

• Dates of the annual convention of
the Michigan State Good Roads asso

been
changed to Nov. 21, 22, 28 according to President P. T. Colgrove of
Hastings. This date has keen agreed
upon because it is believed that a
larger attendancecan he had.
General headquarters of the convention will be held at the Coliseum
and Annex, where automobile companies, tractor manufacturers and
makers of road building equipment

^do^'„TXe. Twf

WAY

C0MwpfH™^)
WITH THE ONE ABOl/E

a vacant lot
in Holland is these days likely to be

requested

to .

AND THE ONE BELCH

Health Talk No.

_

acythe, if he has one, or to borrow
one, if he has not, and then go out
on his premises and mow away the
weeds. For perhaps the first time in
the history of the city this thing is
being done in a more or less systematic way. In past years there have
been attempts after a fashion to persuade people to cut the weeds in

By

30

JOHN DE JONCE,

is to see to it that the weeds are cut
before seed time, is going about it
courteously.While he is determined
OTTAWA COUNTY TO PAVE
that the job shall be done, as he is
PART OF MUSKEGON PIKE required to do, he is assuming that
The Ottawa county road commis- bU public-ffipirited citizens we ready
sion has decided to build one mile to co-operatewith him and that a
of concrete on the Holland and poMe requsit is aU
* ?Vecfte“a^
Grand Rapids road between Zeeland And for nearly all property owners
and Hudsonvillenext year. One mile that isellthat is required. There
on the same road west of Zeeland sreprobably afew of theotherkind
win also be paved. One-half mile of in Holland, as ^we are m most citpaving will be done on the Holland ies, and these will have to be hanffied
and Grand Haven road north of the in other weys Une^ these Jwys ia
Black river bridge and two miles on to have the city employ a man for
the Grand Haven-Muskegonroad the job and then assess it agamst the
north of
tax roll of the property owners. In a
One of the big things will be the few casea property owmers have wpaving on the Grand Rapids-Grandquested the city ^ do the wort with
Haven road between Marne and the the understandingthat t
Kant county line whch wll complete untanly pay foiMt
Weeds are always a menace to the
the stretch of paving between
well
kept lawns, the seed from the
two cities.
vacant lots spreading rapidly to the
Mr. C. C. Ward, editor of the well kept places. Most people are anCharlotteTribune, was in Holland xious that the weeds in the vacant
Friday to spend a few days at the property shall be cut down now before they are in seed and the city inBlack Lake resorts.
spector is merely woricing in the Interest of the large majority in askMrs. W. I. Hayden has returnedto ing the few who own vacant property
her home in Alpena after a three to prevent it from becoming a menweeks’ visit with her parents Mr. and ace to others.
Mrs. H. Roseboom.
|

_

mind to break the date this
year You never wanted to
keep it anyway. To some it al*
ways comes at the same hour
on the same day of each hay
fever seaion It was never a
welcome guest.

It is always a
bore and a nuisance.
Some are immune from this ailment. Only ahont one in
twenty keep the date* They are the ones who are susceptible To be susceptible your air passage membranes and tissues have to be below normal in their functioning power
About the same day Nature floats the infection that starts
your trouble and the under normal condition you are in makes
it welcome Chiropractic spinal adjustments will open the
way for a full tide of mental energy to travel the spinal nerve
lines to the air passage mt mbrant s and hay fever is conquered.

Ferrysburg.

Hay Fever and Headache Gone

,

Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Funckes,
Harold Finch of West Tenth-St, a nine oound boy.
B. L Van Lente of Green Bay, Wis.
who submitted to an operation
for gangrenous appendicitis at his is visiting friends and relatives in
home is improving nicely.
this city.

% flM

Hjrieiitndu8 *iS?r£ld#r t0 b* PabHahod

in the Holland

^

Town^end^ Ranged Thence 'wert'to C'
the Welton snd B.rlow Drein, ,
Thence west along said Welton and ! Publication to be :ontinued once is
Barlow Drain to the Blendon and 01- each wee,£ f°r #bl w®ek* iQ
ive Drain the outlet of sai l propo«- lion.
ed drain. Also a branch to said | Dated this 25th day of May, 1922
drain commencing about 120 rods
ORIEN S. CROSS,

*nJ1,ci"uU^ ^

D. C.

with hay fever on or about this
time of year, make up your

given. A barbecue may alto be held.

““-I ‘“/T,

i

If you are amorg those who
have a date to begin sneezing

before they

^

BREAK YOUR DATE
WITH HAY FEVER

^

Meno Vender U ordered that defen<Ullt •Dt*r
Kooi land the Stt SE K tec 1 T 0, aPP«a«nce in said cause on or btNR. 15 W. Being also along the’ f°r® three months from the date of
south line of Martin Elen baas land, this order, and that within twenty
the NJ4 SE14 said sec. 1, thence west days the complainant cause this or*
along the north line of

Any person who owns

"For five years I suffered from stomach trouble, headaches and hay
fever. During this time I resorted to every means known to
conquer these troubles but without result nntil I turned to
chiropractic. Now my headachesand my hay fever, and my
stomach trouble too, are things of the past My health is better m every way and I am indeed grateful to chiropractic.
W. T. Perry, Chiropractic 'Research Bureau StatementNo.l329H

i

MILES.
for V*.

°a 1!M e*St °f 4?her# ff id ?r°* ' EKED T.
Cfrcuit Judgt
posed drain crosses the section line Att fnr tup pi.i.a#
between sections 6 and 7, Town 0
1
, w, u
14 W. Thence west to the above | Bualne8s Address, Holland. Mich,
proposed drain the outlet of said
branch. Said branch to be three feet
Expires June 24 — 9103
or less in the bottom and the above
drain to be five feet wide or less in STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Prothe bottom.
bate Court for the County of Otta(The old Elenbaas drain must be wa.
closed at the south end after it is
cleanedtnd straightened, "a'wlll b.' ., At* “"i0n5 ,‘1id rlrt'
called the Elenbaas and Hirdes
Pr<£ate offlce in the citY
drain.) and that said drain will tra- 1 Grand Haven, in said county, on
verse the townships of Blendon and tbe 2nd day of June A. D. 1922.
Olive in said
j Present Hon. Israel J. Danhof,
Therefore notice is hereby given Judge of Probate,
that In accordance with the , statute in the matter of the eatate of

NR

•

I
!

county.

D.cW
v
"ev)ert Harrington havinf
J- Harrington,

jo*nt

meeting of the Township Timrkor*

it*

boards of the Townships of Blendon |
•
and Olive will be held on the 6th | fi,ed in 'aid
fir8t annaal
day of July A. D. 1922 at the resi- , account as execute cf said estatt
dence of Martin P. Elenbaas in the and his petition preying fir the iL
tovfnsh.p of Olive in said county of , lowance thereof
Ottawa at 6 o’clock in the afternoon It is ordered that the
of said day for the purpose of deterA- D_
mining the necessity of said Drain
and whether the ' aaid
0’c'0cl[_ln
**
dram is necessary and conducive to 8a d Probatc office, bi and is Hereby
the public health, convenience and . appointed for examining and allowwelfare. At said meeting any and ing “id account;
all persons owning lands liable to as- j It is Further Ordered, That pubsegment for benefits or whose lands lic notice thereof be given by pub.hall be crossed by said drain may iicatIon of
o{ u,,, onl„ {
appear for or «ga,n.t M d proceed- three „occ„,ive weelu
ings, and may. be heard In relation id
,
£e HolltIld

court

1 2Glh

of

JONGE

LICENSED CHIROPRACTORS

HOLLAND

Bldg. ZEKLAND

Peter's
VanBree Bldg.
Hour* 1:30 to 5 P. M
Hr*. 9 to 11 A. M. daily
7 to 8 P. M. Tne*., Thur and Sat. 7 to 8 P. M. Mon. Wed. Fri.

daily

GRAND RAPIDS,
10

AM.

lo 5

P.M.

18 Monroe Ave.

Cit*. Phone64597
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proposed
.
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DE JONGE & DE

_

sec.
rods
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INSPECTOR

ROAD MEETING;
DATES CHANGED

•

d

thereto.

h

^

*

Dated this 24th day of June. 1922. City News; a newspaper phinted and

MARKUS VINKEMULDER,

-

circulated in said county.

Township Clerk
James J. Danhof,
of the Township of Olive. A tme
Judge of Probate
—
Cora Vande Weter,

FARM WANTED— Wanted

copy

---

'

hear'

to
Registerof Probate,
sale, for bave long since been completed and
fall delivery. Give lowest price.
are occupied
the respectiv*
Jones, Box 99. Olney,
owners.

from owner of a farm for

Dl.L

by

wnmr*"

rmww

Holland City News

Page Pour
Mr. Meima of Hope Collegs at*
rived in Madison, Wis., where he will
study for the summer. He writes:
“Arrived here Sunday and find it a
Entered aa Second-class Mail Matter very fine place. There are a number
at tne xoatofflce,Holland, Michigan of Holland people here including the
Misses Clara Yntema, Myra Manting,
Anna Whelan, A. Zwemer, Jock R:e-

—

LOCALS

mersma, Henry Luidens and myself;
summer course at the

Rev. Gerrit Dangremond,83

all taking the
one University.”

The Ouawa countyseat Poultry asof the oldest ministers in the Refonn-i
ed church in the west died at Mor- sociation is already planning its first
gan Park, 111. He was a member of big poultry show to be held in Grand
the pioneer classes of Hope college Haven this coming winter. At a sesin 1866 and Western Theological sion at the court house it was decided
seminary in 1869 and he was ordain- to hold the show December 13-14-15
ed a minister of the Gospel 53 years at the armory. At the meeting this
ago. He held pastorates at Hamilton, week George Cable, president of the
Mattewan, Fremont, South Haven, Zeeland association gave an excellent
Detroit, East Saugatuck all in Mich- talk on the improvement of poultry
igan; Hospers
Lemars, la.; stock and the better marketing plans.
ChurchvilleMinn.; and Arcadia, N. C. P. Milham, county farm agent, alY. He retired from active pulpit work so gave an interesting talk on the
•everal years ago. His death leaves care of poultry to the poultry ra sers.
The Christian Endeavor society of
Rev. P. Moerdyke the only surviving
member of a class of seven ministers the Sixth Reformed church is reprewhich graduated from Western Sem- sented by four delegates at the State
C. E. conventionat Kalamazoo. They
inary in 1869.
The young peoples’ choral society are the Misses Evelyn VanderPloeg,
THE INTERMOUNTAIN ARTISTS Is a company composed of four fine
of the Central Avenue Christian Re- Evelyn Verburg, Bernice Vanden musicians, three of them coming from the far away Utah. Miss Mildred Ware,
formed church held their annual pic- PIoi-k and Hilda Johnson.
Ward De Young, a Hope College Contralto; Miss Helen Hunter, ’cellist,and Marllla Hunter Barlow, pianist.
nic at Kardeau Beach Wednesday.
The other member of this artist company Is Miss VlrulnlaJones, who Is from
graduate
in the class of 1922 is cashPrizes won in different events were
Illinois. They give program* of unusual merit the afternoon and evening of
ier and ticket agent at the Graham &
— high jump, Comie Kragt; nail
the last day of Chnntnuoua.
Morton
docks
at
Saugatuck.
While
driving for girls, Marie Kragt; relay
race for couples, Ted De Groot and construction work is under way and
A baby boy came to bless the There were no accidents reported
Marie Plaggemars;three-legged race. until everythingis running smoothly
John Kole and Martin Barman lOfr Mr. Johnson also will be there most home of the Ottawa County Agricul- on the 4th from firecrackers,no artural Agent Mr. Milham. Doubtless rests were made by the police, the
yd. dash, Comie Kragt; needl thread- of the time.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Brandt, the nights the agent has no meetings fire department was only called out
ing contest, Marie Kragt. Mr. Henin the field will be spent at home to one little grass fire near 22nd St.
Zylman had the misfortune to sus- June 30, a son, Julius Otto.
Last Wednesday Mrs. B. B. Gorfrey having meetings with the young son.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Borgman
tain a serious injury to his ankle in
had the misfortune of fracturing — Farm Bulletin.
a ten pound girl, Gladys Dorothy.
the high jumping contest.
All five boats of the Graham &
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Slag were
Jas. Creamer who has been con- both her elbows.
Morton fleet now are in service. The Grand Haven visitorsthe fourth.
ducting a shoe store at Fennville has
Miss Margie Kaslander and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Galentineand
decided to return to Holland and op- Cornelius Lucas were united in mar- boats are the Saugatuck,the Benton
en a shoe store there. He is satisfied riage at the home of the bride, East Harbor, the Holland, the St. Joseph family motored to Grand Rapids
over the fourth.
with his business here, but sees much 7th street. Rev. James Wayer per- and the City of Grand Rapids.
Mrs. J. F. Dryden entertainedon
greater possibilities in the larger

CUP THE WINGS OF YOUR

and

formed the ceremony. The couple
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Baldus and
Friday afternoon for Miss Evelyn
make their home in Holland.
Keppel, ten guests being present. family spent Saturday and Sunday
Lewis Vanden Berg of this city Among the guests were the Misses with friends in Grand Rapids.
Rev. J. T. Bergen, of Minneapran ms car over into u d:tch on the Cornelia and Cecelia Koning of
olis, Minn., is the guest of Mr and
Saugatuck road and when it was Saugatuck, nieces of Mrs. Dryden.

FLYING DOLLARS.
Make them come

to earth

do you some real good

were they can

some day. fora

Hollar that has flown has escaped never

to return.

There are endless uses to which the
saved dollar can be put. Not the least
of

these is to have your savings account

form the nucleus thru which you will
be able to purchase a

Protect the

heme

for

>

ourself.

Home.

city. Ray Raymond will continue his
will
clothing business the same as in the

past and after Creamer’s stock is
removed, he will add a full line of
new shoes. Mr. Raymond will carry
bought,
The Superior Ice Co. truck col- Mrs. G. J. Diekema.
everything in the shoe line but will pulled out a wheel, fender and runMiss Ruth Graneth of Chicago was
lided with the Ford Sedan of Albert
give special attention to ladies shoes. ning board were missing.
possibly
The contract for the super-struc- Johnson on the corner of 9th and the guest of Miss Colombe Bosch
—Fennville Herald.
Several Holladd men were among ture across Grand river at Grand Ha- Rivpr Monday morning. “Lizzie” over the Fourth.
reliable
the sixty officers present at Hudson- ven and Ferryabury has been given suffered a bent fender and broken
G. W. Deur and children returned
ville Thursday evening when the 3rd to J. H. Baer of Port Huron the low front wheel.
District S. S. Association was organ- bidder. The bid for the supertructure Fred Laughlin, a hobo was
V18lt to t^eir *nen(i8 an(i relatives at
ised. The new districtcomprises17 work was $67000. and work must drunk and was taken before Justice Fremont.
Den Herder and was givgn q
•chools, and includes Georgetown, be completed before winter sets in.
Sheriff Fortney, Judge Danhof,
that
J. Khefman paid $4.70 for riding half hour to march out of town. He
Hudsonville, Jamestown, Bauer, JenCounty
Clerk O J. Sluiter were
Ison, North Blendon, South Blendon his bicycle on the sidewalk. Officer “beat it.”
among the county officials seen at
Harrletta Jane, the six months-old
and Beaverdam. The speakers from 3ontekoe gatheredthe man in.
a
Getz picnic.
Holland were George Schuiling, Dick
Wm. VandenBerg of VandenBerg daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert theMrs.
Ed
Stephan
underwent
a
Boter and John Vandersluis; Zeeland Oil company
has been Oelen, 41 East 12th St., died Sun- difficultoperation at Holland hosaccount’at the First
and Holland are to be organized giving flags away to the kids of Hol- day. The funeral was held on pital Monday, and is reported as doland states that the publicity given Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
In the Burton Holmes travel ser- in^ul,cS' j RonJjtt T«Kio rv
State
*W. C. Hall of Grand Rapids ran the fact in the local press brot about
°ra"^.^d»Ja^le .^o. was
Us machine into the car of George every kid in town to his place of ies at the Colonial Wednesday
Zonnebelt on Eighth street. The business in the East End. The com- Thursday there will be a journey
^nd “S*
Grand Rapids man was backing out pany disposed of all the flags on through Prague, which wa. the
Chicego spent the week end with
of one of the painted stalls in the hand and all they could buy in Hol- itol of Bohemia Sniilthe
Koning,
11th St
our
scissors in the
of
street when Zonnebelt of Holland land and four gross more were sent ment of Czecho-Slovakia.
Tom Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
was coming from the west and receiv- for. Come patriotic lot of lads has been famous for centuries as one L Smith, who went to Iowa last
a
our
of the most picturesqueof Central
ed a side swipe with the rear end of Holland has.
March to help his brother on his
European
cities.
Among
the
famous
Con De Free and son Herald tothe Holland card. One wheel of the
farm at Sheldon, la., has returned
it an effective
Zonnebelt car was demolishedas well gether with John Oggel, traveling scenes shown are the Cathedral of
home.
St.
Vitus,
the
palace
of
the
Hradrepresentative
of
the
De
Pree
Co.
as was a fender.
Henry Venhuizen. Charles Rozethe
of the flying dollars
be
Jennie Dubbink, 188 W. 15th St., have just returned from a business sany, the Tyn church, the world fa- ma, Neil Dornbos, and M. Vark were
now a student at The Moody Bible In- trip extending over 2300 miles thru mous Town Hall, the monument to in Detroit to attend the baseball
clipped to your advantage.
stitute at Chicago, is a member of M.chigan and Wisconsin, at least John Husi, the Museum, the Nationa!
Theater!
The
regular
picture
for
f™6
between
Detroit
and
Cleveland.
the Institute Choir, which gives spe- .hat is what the speedometer said
Wednesday night they drove in a
cial recitals from time to time in vhen the large De Pree Packard ar- Wednesday and Thursday is “Benew Big Six Studebaker car.
various churches of Chicago. Miss .ived in Holland again after a 14- yond the Rainbow.”
A
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Barendse,
Dubbink has formerly been woricing Jay trip. The Holland men visited Meinte Schuurmans of Manhat- and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Modders have
among the still large number of un- the principal cities of upper and tan, Mont., member of the class of returned from a very pleaiant trip
evangelizedIndians of New Mexico, lower Michigan and went as far 1922. Hope, has received his creunder a mission station opened by^ north and west as Duluth, Wiscon- dentiaU ae* mUsion.ry to India for a Holland and Detroit; they also drove
Savings.
the Reformed church. She probably sin. The message from the San Tox term of three years. He will teach
into Canada
will continue this work in the near '•’urse was surely delivered to the in the college at Velorz. Trinity
Miss Hazel Smith surprised her
Reformed church of this city has
druggists on the route.
future.
many friends by getting married at»
M.ss Henrietta Vander Liest, a volunteeredhis support. Schuurman
Grand Haven is also beginning its
Grand Haven to Harry Sullivan last
band concerts in Central Park. They aughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Van- will leave next month.
One of the oldest traveling men in week.
now have a newly painted and dec- Jer L'est and Harry Etterbeek,son
Miss Helen Hooker, stenographer
orated grandstand in the center of of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Etterbeek of the United States and known among f u“^n V:P<i„r Anio rn
Holland’s
business
men
for
years
is
at
Hayden-KarduxAuto Co., has beZeeland were married Saturday afthe park.
Holland, Mich.
The Ladies Society of the Central ternoon at the Third church parson- W. H. Jennings, who died suddenly f0™5 the Proud owner of a Chevro’ Mr. let coupe
Avenue ChristianReformed church age by Rev. Jas. M. Martin, pastor at his home in Grand Rapids.
‘P
Zora Barnaby, Vera Mulder and
motored to Cutlerville Thursday for of the church. They will make their Jennings has called on Holland merHazel Hamm are in Kalamazoo to
chants for the past half century. He
the purpose of visiting the Christian lome at 126 East 15th street.
attend the state C. E. convention.
Robert Marsh, a Muskegon man was the oldest traveling man in the
FaycopathicHospital stationed there.
Holland,I don’t.”
IF
Rev. J. M. Martin and family have
Even though the colored gentlejgion team played vas arrested in Pentwater by Deputy state, being 83 years old He was
The Zeeland Legii
left for Eureka Park to spend a two
men were defeated they presented
the Grand Haven Independentsa tie Sheriff Nick De Witt of Grand Ha- generallydubbed “Jennings,the exmonths’ vacation there.
fame of ball Wednesday night, 5-5, ven. Marsh had deserted his wife at tract man.” Every house wife knows Mrs. Charies Sererens and chil- the strongest line-up they ever have
game being called on account of the Muskegon and the wife was forced of the Jennings’sextracts and the dren have moved to their farm at shown here and played a good game
exceptingthat a few wild pegs were
darkness.
to come and live with her father on old gentleman was bound to stay on
Pearle for the summer.
Deputy Sheriff Oscar Johnson of East 8th street in Holland. Justice the road and sell his own goods.
Mrs.
C.
Van
Duren
and
daughter
oTSTe bSl
Holland has returned from Grand Brusse bound Marsh over to circuit Mrs. G. Van Lopik of Grand HaRapids with the stolen property tak- court and he is now in jail awaiting ven, is celebratingher 82nd birthday. She came from the Netherlands
over the basemen’s heads. They
en by the Lee-Johnson gang when trial in August.
Haven.
Rev. James De Kraker of Grand w.th her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
were not very strong at the bat.
these burglars entered the armory
You are liable
Klaas Graveling of 307 E. 8th-«t.
Steggerda pitched one of his good
last February. Among the goods re- Haven, a graduate from both Hope Van Drunen at the age of eight and
To haws
fell out of a tree and sustained (
games setting down at least ten on
turned was the revolver with several and the seminary here, has started has resided in Grand Haven and
fracture of the pelvis. He will be laid
strikes and allowing five scattered
rounds of ammunition.This pistol a daily vacation school of instruction Ottawa county all of her life. The
up for S2veral weeks.
was used by Lee last week in en- which is nonsectarian. An interest- lady is well known in Holland.
Which may be ooatly.
Mrs. C. H. Karsten and Miss An- hits.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ingham, Mr.
Holland was more fortunate. Elsdeavoring to stop deputies who were .ng program is arranged for each
na and Miss Jennie Karsten left on
Insure
day, the subjects to be taught per- and Mrs. Levi Knapp and son Clifter put Mabin his pitching ace on
chasing him.
Sunday for Horicon,Wis., to attend
Making gasoline out of corn cobs taining to the Bible.
ford of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs.
the mound. Ho twirled a nice game
For
such
the funeral of their brother, Dr. A.
that formerly went into pipes probThe school census of Holland City Frank Dodge of Chicago and Mr.
in spite of the fact that the locals
C. Karsten, who died very suddenly
Pay a amall Premium
ably won’t improve the smell.
tells of 3819 children of school age, and Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Greenwood
gained 8 hits in bunches and his supSaturday evening.
Each Year and the
The car of George W curding of only 19 more than last year. What’s of Dunningville, were Sunday guests
Dr. G. W. Van Verst and family port was wobbly at times.
Holland collided with an auto from the matter with Holland? There us- of Mrs. Mary Ingham.
Holland supported Steggerda * exTravelers Insurance Go*
have returned from Chicago where
Zeeland Thursday afternoon and an ually exists among our Hollander
Mrs. Fred M. Moore of Allegan they spent the past month, while the c®PtioJL»Hy Jll. G. Batenin's eaten
WILL PAY THE BILL.
oncoming team of horses obscured neighbors what might be described was injured painfully by falling off doctor was studying at Northwes! °f » Texas Leaguer in short right
the vision of the autoists it is said as an epidemic of births.— Allegan a cherry tree while picking ‘.he cher- tern UniversityDental
I will be pleaaed to
a"d Skew’s fieldingof "jany groundthus causing a head on collisionin Gazette.
Explain thia Protection
ries. A limb broke and precipitated
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Vandenherg seemingly hito, featured the
some deep sand on the road side.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Maulbetsch her to the ground. She :s suffering
are entertaining Mr. and Mrs.
.
,
«
Both cars are rather badly battered. are in Holland and will be the guests from a badly sprained ankle and
J.
Dedelow of Hammond, Ind. and
Cojty ,S J th
Fred Beeuwkes and Will Brouwer of the Cappon family at the old Cap- knee.
and Mrs. Benton M. rfopklns of Chi- k*** ‘""dcd
*a?d5L,,n.d
6 East 8th
Phons 2120.
have returned from Chicago where pon homestead, 228 W. 9th St. It
George Getz’s army of attendants
was forced to retire in the 6th incago over the Fourth.
they attended the furniture market. will be remembered that “Johnny” at his picnic was the most efficient
ning. At first it was believed to be
They also took the famous “educa- was a great star on • the Michigan staff ever seen All were dressed in
a fracturebut upon examination it
tional trip” to Kenosha, Wis., to visit football team for years and later white, wearing caps to match with TWO LIZZIES COLLIDE
was found to be badly bruised. He
AT DEAD MAN’S CURVE expects to be back in the game by
the Simmons plant where iron beds married a Holland girl. He is now Lakewood in gold on the front.
are made. The trip through that sec- athletic director of Oklahoma State Those boys surely did take care of
Saturday when the locals meet the
One Fourth of July accidenthap- fast Postum Cereals of Battle Creek.
tion of the big plant took six hours. AgriculturalCollege.
the wants of the people.
The new pipe organ for the remodThirty-five girls from 13 to 18
Johannes Boonstra. 'aged sixty, pened at Dead Man’s Curve at 5 a.
A large crowd attended the game
elled 14th St. Christian Reformed years of age are here from St. Louis died Monday at his home at 111 W. m. Two “Lizzies” collided at that and after being feasted on the ball
church has arrived. It is a Moller and are now in camp at Gibson, 15th street. The funeral was held point. Lyland Smith of Grand Rap- game their entertainment was
pipe organ and costs $4000. It will southwest of Holland. Three cot- Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at ids was driving a Ford touring while cl nked with the greased pig chase.
De installedin the building as soon as tages containing 25 rooms have been the home, Rev. James Wayer officiat- Rodger Strick was coming with his After two or three hard tackles (fho
the necensary arrangements have taken for the summer. Miss Anna ing. Interment took place in Ford Coupe. It is claimed that Mr. pig sliding out each time) one of
Smith was going at a high rate of tho high school lads secured a stranbeen made.
Watt and Miss Minnie Gareshi are the Zeeland cemetery.
Zeeland leads all cities and town- the chaperons of the party.
A quiet wedding took place in speed, while Strick of Holland was sl .» hold and Mr. Pig was doomed.
ships in Ottawa county in proportion
The Odd Fellows lodge at Grand Robinson when Mr.Vm~T.Rork and taking his time about going around
The score by innings
to populationin subscriptions to the Haven has been holding a popular MrsrRoka Ross were united in mar- the bend. Strick’scar is badly damR H E
Salvationarmy drive. Total amounts girls’ contest and they have chosen riage bv Rev. W. W. Rork, the fath- a8ed with body crushed, the front Elsters.. ....... ...... 002 010 000—3 5 3
..
subscribed was $461.45 . which is their queen in the person of Miss er of the
wh<eels broken. Strange to say no Holland .............. 030 200 OOx— 5 8 1
more than 50 per cent in excess of Cora Vanden Berg who received
There will be a meeting of Star of glass was broken,, in the coupe. The Batteries— Hdttand. Steggerda and
ita quota of $300.
10312 votes. The winning made her Bethlehem Chapter, O. E. S. No. 40,. damage is approximately S 100. Mr. Spriggs; Athletes, Mabin and Skin
Miss Ruth Hieftje of Zeeland had the recipient of a beautifulwhite on Thursday
Thursdav night.
nieht. Businessof
of vast
vast Smith’s car nad a vindsnield brok- n(?r
the misfortune of fracturing her left gold diamond ring. Mary Fischer importance will be consideredand en, rear wheel run off, body damagarm in two places while playing in took second place with a total of also plans will be made for the an- ed and the top torn. It’s fifty-fifty
FACILITIES
the new house being built by her un- 9609 vote and won a fine wrist nual picnic. Every member is urged on the damage the Smith car being
To
Creditor*
of
e
Holland
Ice
damaged at least $100 alsff. Smith
de, Ben D Jonge.
such as we possess enable us to create
watch done in white gold. Miss Min- to be present.
Storage Company
it is said will
f.r the damAt 2 o’clock Thursday an alarm of nie Treh was third on the list and
II. P. Zwemer Monday hauled
t „be ,held
,
anything in the mechanicel line that you
fire was turned in from box 112 that was given the choice of a gold mesh truckloadof grain from Vrieslandto ages that the Strick car sustained
need. We make your wants to order.
proved to be a small blaze in a house bag or a gold wrist watch. She took the Beach Milling Co. in this city.
Skillful cuttings, enormous pressure
on Pine avenue. Not much damage. the watch.
You are hereby notified that the
The load contained 200 bushels, the JESSE ELSTER
Flora Vander Holst,, 5, suffered a
Over 400 teachers have been hir- largest single load of grain ever
d a dbt'p -PAArr Holland Ice & Storage Company is producing equipment, dependableweldfracture of her arm while at play; ed by County School Commissioner livered to that
RABBIT
on winding up its affairsand in pro- ing, constructivemodern mechineryand
this is the fourth time that she has Nelson R. Stanton for Ottawa Coun.igntn £street 4th of July
Eighth
Jesse Elster lost his rabbit foot cess of dissolutionand all claims expert employees mike our shop the
met with a similar aocider..
ty. Few changes are to be made in Ing looked like a battle field, after before the game Tuesdav and conse- against said company must be pre- machine shop of efficiency.
Mrs. John Peterson, Sr., is visiting last year’s rural school list. There the youth had been shooting off quently his chocolate warriors got sented at its office at 44 E. 8th St.
in Holland with her daughters,Mrs. are only a few places not yet filled everything in sight, the bombardment the fag end of a 5 to 3 score. Upon Holland Michigan,on or before Aug.
I. X. L. MACHINE SHOP,
E. F. Van Koevering and Mrs. B. L. but these will be taken within a few lasting all night long. The white leaving the park Elster remarked 1, 1922.
22 W 7th St.
Zimmer.
weeks.
wings are now cleaning
“heaven knows when we will beat Holland Ice & Storage Company.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

NEWS

Pagi Fit*

1,118

ni routing THEBE WERE
OTTAWA COUNTY
AUTOS AT GETZ'S OFFICERS RAID A YACHT
He £1 inCr
dnc^ Edward E. Everett, brother
AT MACATAWA
of Judge Everett, who fittinglyread NOT AN ACCIDENT OCCURED
the Declaration of Independence,
ALL THIS LARGE NUMBER
The sailing yacht Vanandis

THOUSANDS ENJOY
OUTING PROVIDED BY
GEORGE F. GETZ

the prognn, toeeUnf

Chautauqua Commandeers Radiol

Mutual Morgan Scores Another Scoop. Uniqve RadioAn old fashioned Fourth in the
gram Announcement of our Program Attraction.
best sense of that phrase was the which was signed on July 4th,
hove
GATHERED
celebration at Lakewood Farm Tuesinto Holland harbor Saturday afterLECTURES— MUSIC — ENTERTAINMEBIZ5
1775 Mr. Everett was followedby
day. The scene at the farm was Kev. J. T. Bergen, who several years
noon with a full crew and a large
and tha Play— “THE
very remindful of the county fair on
number of pleasure seekers.
ago was pastor of Hope church, and
OF THE HILLS.”
a slightly smaller scale, amd the later connected with Hope College. No one knows of an occasion
The Chicagoians came to the Holwhere so many automobiles were land resorts to spend the week-end
holiday mood was upon the people
in the highest degree. Everybody mood and told of his coming to Hoi- *aLhered ln th,s yjclnity
were and also the 4th of July. It was soon
“Hello! hello! is this X Y X? Is this X Y Xr (sputter-sputter).
seemed happy and in good apirita “J h“u“lWng‘' witTlu Vo‘p7e P*r*“a arounu the George Get* apparent that in the sailing party
and young and old ww« out to
,nd convened it one ol the bright- Lakewood Farm, incident to the pic- there were a number of noise-mak“Hello, yes, this is X Y X, The MUTUAL CHAUTAUQUA RAthemselvesand to help other to an- Mt penods in his lile. He also toid n»c. Deputy Sheriff Oscar Johnson ers, in fact Deputy Sheriff Oscar DIO station ; who is calling?”
of the parking ar- Johnson
joy
i,eonre Getz must be
most had luii charge ,u*
aonuson who
wno was at
at Macatawa
macatawa heard
neard
“This is Lowell calling X Y X station. When does our Chautauqua
The sports program was
d
raagements and he surely took good of the merry-making aboard and
open ?”
the biggest attraction for the youngto make otnefs h ppy’ CfarAe of
-tarted an investigation,
sters in the crowd. Mr. Getz laid whiig expecting
exoectinz 0r
askinu nothin®
Automobiles were lined a auar- The merry-making continued and
“Oh, yes! Lowell. You want your dates? We are about ready to*
or asking
nothing
special emphasis on his welcome to in r„tlIrnP Mrg Rpr„pn tnlH hi? ter of a mile on 6^1®r side of the on Sunday atternoon at 4o'cioclclo- send them. MUTUAL has added so many new Chautauipiasthis year it
has taken real planning to date each town for local conditions, but we artthrough now a little ahead of schedule. Get off the wave, Boston, this it
There
lots of them and they took a liberal
yond
the
first hill to the east of Bontekoe, boarded a chartered fer- Chicago MUTUAL Radio!”
wars made it possibly to celebrate
Lakewood.
part in the contests.
ry boat from the Jesiek boat livery,
Ixjwell still calling: “Thanks for date information. Tell us about
this day, the greatest day in AmeriThe contests had been engineered can history, the day of our indeDeputy Johnson stated that as bent on. raiding the yacht at an- our program.” (dick-click-sputtcr-sputter X Y X— X Y X). Ten*
by Attorney Clarence Lokker who oendence
near “ he coul11 count there were chor in the middle of the bay.
Haute calling. Holland, Michigan, calling. Delta, Oliio, calling; Lebwas in charge of them. In many
The ferry came alongside, the offlMr. Diekema then Introducedex- 1'118 *utl*mobile'P«rked' Should
anon, Indiana,calling; a dozen others calling: “We want in on this; tell
cases
ui what’s on the program too.”
indulged in.
“All right, get ready, all you eighty towns on this Circuit tune in for
Nine men were arraigned before the Program Broadcast. All ready, lctTs go.”
boy and ’came to these shores and ^as worth a thousand dollars on
out of barren sand dunes, through-.' ^
* val' Justice Den Herder Monday mornuat.on there of $1,118,000.00.
ing at ten o’clock and pleaded guilty
scientificmethods, created a garden
‘Tune In”
It is stated that the average au- to a charge of disorderly conduct
spot the fruits of which we were
tomobile
is about 12 feet long from and paid a fine and costs of $14.85
now enjoying. Mr. Smith pointed
“The MUTUAL ip surpassingall previoussuccesses in ita effortato
out that the flag Wouldn’t mean tip to tip. Ti.e.c 1,118 automobiles each.
The reason why so many officers deliver a balanced program of worth and excellence.”Adrian, Michigan,
much to him as a piece of bunting, h.tched together end to end would
but it is what the flag represents extend over a distance, a trifle less were detailed on the case it is stated ticks in : “What’s going to be your big number this year?”
than 2-i miles.
was that the day before a party of
that made him love it. He pointed
“That depends on taste. Some prefer music, others like entertain*
With all these conveyances com- 6U were aboard, but most of these
out a score of important events that
ing and going there was not one ac- guests had departed and at 4 o’clock ment better,while many think the lecture the big—” Crawfordaville, In*
culminated on the 4th of July that
were pivotal periods in United States c.Uent, wnich not only speaks well Sunday merry-makers who were left diana, interrupts with : “But what number draws the crowds this year
history, the greatestof these being for the traffic arrangement but also were rather few in comparison.
and gets the single admissions?”
It is stated that not nearly all of
the signing of the Declarationof In- for the drivers who handled their
“The MUTUAL tent draws a crowd to every number. However,,
machines.
Add
to this number the the party were participating in the
dependence.
we have a real sensation this summer. We are presenting a play— a draregular
heavy
resort
travel
over
the
merriment,
but
that
those
taken
Mr. Smith stated that the ballot
box should be kept sacred and that Alpena road on a day like the 4th, were supposed to be the noisy nine. matic version of the most widely read book in America— “Blue Island*
The yacht Vanandis is a 75 foot Three Oakc, Michigan, Wayneaville,Ohio, and others call excitedly:
the greatest menace to the country the results are surely wonderful.
sailing craft also containinga l.rga
“Atta-boy!Hurrah for MUTUAL! Just what we want! What play in
motor. She has been in Holland on
shouM^our 1,100
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EIGHTY TOWNS

WHe

young American men have to wait
until they are 21 years of age before
they are able to votef Young men
who at 18 are called upon to defend
their country and possibly die for it,
men who were nurtured at the bosom of an American mother, why
should they stand back for an alien
who is ignorant but after a few
years, still steeped in ignorance, can
get his right of franchise while our
GEORGE F. GETZ
young Americansmust wait indefiof time. Mr. Getz, Mayor Stephan, nitely to receive this voting power
and Mr. Lokker directed the con- in the land of his birth, in his own
America’’?
testants, and Mr. Lokker was the
Mr. Smith stated that the fact

EXCURSION TO
GRAND HAVEN

j

it?”

several other occasion.

“THE SHEPHERD OF THE

BENEFIT NETS $105.00
FOR MISS NELLIE

HILLS’’

Comini

[

“Listen a minute and we will tell you. The play is Harold Bell
Wright’s universally loved and always wholesomemoral comedy,
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS, with a picked cast of seven people, and.
all of them — ” Bad Axe, Michigan, interrupts: “Thia is our first jfetr
The three-day benefit given by
with MUTUAL and this announcementcertainly makes us feel safe andl
the ColonialTheater last week resulted in a fund for Miss Nellie satisfied.” Voice from Port Byron, Illinois:“This is our eighth yetc
Churchford of $105. The manage- with MUTUAL. We have always been satisfied.” Kokomo, Indian*,
m®nt figured nothing for overhead, breaks in with: “What are your lectures about? Are they worth whilt
merely taking out of the receipts the and practical?”
by law.
actual cost of the program and then
“The MUTUAL has built and sustained a reputation for wise saleo*
In spite of the many other at- dividing with Miss Churchford.As
tractions there were 800 more ex- an example of the good will toward tion of Lectures and Lecturers. Each of the seven lectures on this circiifc
t
cursionists this fourth than there Miss Churchford is the fact that of fills an essential place in the program and gives—” Linton, Indiana, calif
going.
The sports all afternoon attracted
reas01; that,^ie.women were were lap: year when the steamer left the $105 handed to her the sum of from down Dixie way: “Yes, that suits us, but we are anxious to heat ^
Jogpph.
intelligent voters which T'°"
past o-rnoy.
exper- f
$8.05 was handed in in cash by var- about the music. Is it good ? Wc want—”
a large crowd. They were held on
ience has proven.
Lake Michigan was placid which ious individuals.This money came
the field opposite the Getz home,
Relative to Senator Townsend, Mr. made the crowd good natured and to the box office as donations from
and all afternoon the crowd was
Music of Merit— Bettor Than Good
Smith said the following:
surely not seasick.
individuals and was not included in
ranged along the enclosure five or
“Of all men I served with in the
After a short stay at the state the receipts.This money of course
six feet deep. The sports had a
house and senate none was moie park at Grand Haven the steamer was handed in full to Miss Church-,
“We interrupt this time and advise every town on the Cirnrifcthat in
wide variety, all the usual good old a0UJSe ana
the music line, GOOD music (to borrow a newspaper phrase) "fothe only "
standbys, such as potato races, sack b?"°rablf, ^"1 "rtnSCi'nUh™\*h‘" returned in time to take the night ford.
Tne management and Miss Churchraces, apple bobbing contests n.U Charles E. Townsend. He has ne^er trip out.
thing we haven’t sot anything else of but’ THE MORRISOAUGIRLST
Hrivino- enntiwta were u*ed with ell been accused of dishonor; such an
There were no mishaps to mar the ford expressed themselves as very
gratefulto the people of Holland ORCHESTRA will give a program with instrument and voice that ;
pleasuresof the day.
the modern frill's in many cases
would b*
who helped to make this venture a sparkles and delights.These girls were personallyselectedfor tfinitr
added to the interest. There was 'd“d,?f men can ca^y the_st|mdardsJACK SCHOUTEN GETS
of this country then the country
TRAINING FROM YOSI success. It will finance another trip proved ability and especially trained for this season’s orchestral work If''
plenty of fun for all and the sports
by Miss Churchford to the Mayo Bess Gearhart Morrison. Besides their own full program they furnish a
were in every respect successful. indeed honored.''
Senator Townsend was next called
John Schouten. coach at Hope Bros, hospital where she is undergo- musical background for the dramatic readings of Mrs. Morrison. HAH*
Another center of interest was
upon but apparently was not precoaches ing treatment.
The donation came as a complete MON DU GYPSIES have the free musical swing of the outdeorj. Deco*
representingh?g"h*
universihe had been Invited to a large picnic ties and colleges from states near surprise to Miss Churchford who did rated in traditional turban and spangle this trio tells the storiw of gypaif
fence off and where the Grand HaMichigan, who are receivragtheir not know until the money was given life in merry song and action. Mr. Hammond is an accomplished impersummer Gaining under Coach Yo*t her that a benefit had been held for sonator and his character work is an important part of the program. Each
fi
is always popular, and Tuesday they his candidacy for the senate h
of U. of M. and his sides. “Yost is her.
member of the party known as THE INTERMOUXTAIN ARTISTS
a v. oncer," said Schouten. 4*and if
has exceptional merit in her chosen profession.We thank Utah for lend*
not
"I
not *oing
wear any you
.......
. want the experienceand
...u
really
“The present is considered a fruit
least of the attractions.The 600 cr®Pe
« w
pr
w fhe inlricatePf,int* °f the game, he’ll year among the transportation men ing us these artistsfor this Circuit: Virginia Jones, soprano; Miftfaedl
of Michigan, although the move- Ware, contralto; Helen Hunter, ’cellist; Mellinger, reader. THE LAflfc.
?^ooveTa.8
themDIS BRASS QUARTET will be very popular with its rollicking type of
program. Be ready for a good time with these jolly entertainere— men.of
versatilityand art, who both sing and play their way into your favor.”*
Decatur, Michigan, gets on the wave: “That is all very fine, jodt
Radio message makes us sure that all the farmers will buy ticket! thin
.hare of the ox, a bun, coffee, dough- conatitation^^our^
“ hole in his arm A litUe peroxide just acroaa the Indiana state line.
year. We want a good reader. Will vou have one?”
'peanuts
?nd » ™all bandage put the genial
H. O. Halsted, superintendentof
“Sure, we have two. ENID LYON, in addition to her part as Peto
mckerjack^ orangeade
car service of the Pfere Marquette
m
THE
SHEPHERD COMPANY, will give selected readings,wfafl*
created
.^“‘k
„te” R’y is authority for the statement
articles. There were heaps
MELLINGER,
who can boast a score of medals for excellence in dramatic
heaps of them all and they were sturdy men who built the
that that line handled 100 cars, as
and signed the
cident.
passed liberallyto all. •
readings, appears on artists’ day.” (sputter-sputter).
perishable
freight.
Of
course, the
trying revolutionary days, have
There was other entertainmentin
movement to the canneriesdirect
“What’s that, Valparaiso?”
made this constitution
bulwark MUSKEGON BEATS OTTAWA .
the evening when dancing was in
and by express would necessarily
“Who are your lecturers? Our town wants the best.”
against which spasmodic impulses of
COUNTY
IN
CELERY
GROWING
progress on the porch of the (toU
swell the total by a considerable
moment must fall to the ground.
home and on the concrete tennis the
--margin.”
Muskegon county muck farmers
FOUR LECTURERS— Brilliant and Forceful
court Some 350 guests remained
rt

.

?or

Apparently Holland folks are hungry for the old fashioned excursion
of yesteryear.
Local Agent Johnson states that
a trifle over 1100 excursionists were
on board the city of Grand Rapids
bound for Grand Haven. The limit
. .and
........
........
........
is 1700,
had
it not been
for the
Geo. ge Getz picnic the ship no doubt
would have carried it full allowance
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Moroccin Charm.
Moroccan wives have a recfpo for
Winning back affection.
The suspicions
.......
burea" °f "T.kets.*or 1921. *If. draws a line In hone, from for*
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sis

“Good; we like your kind of a town. It is hard to make any on*
understand the marvelous work BESS GEARHART MORRISON will
do on your program. Her twenty-five years of platform experience, and
her more recent observations of the making of great films will be used for
your pleasure and benefit The challengingmaterial that goes into her
evening program is reinforcedby dramatic lighting effects and hidden

.....

.fr

music.

pie present from Zeeland, Grand Ha- Bona. It is as important for a public Car8. There were 167000 crates of 30 ieTen 101,08 of 8a,t.,n L‘e blood‘
?en Grand Rapids. Chicago, and oth- 0^*1 to kill a vicious aw prevent- pounds each shipped thru the Muskewith the .uey and put. the
^ the erring husbsnd’a food,
er points near and far. The invita- in* ,ts Pa*at*e. as £ »t to pass a good gon Celery Growers’ association,a
tion was as inclusive as it coniri
could vprv
very law that will benefit all the people, co-operativeorganizationmarketing
j its product chiefly in Chicago. There
well be made and everybody who
Solved at Last

DOCTOR WILLIAM FORKELL

is a naturally fiery orator

and

8h*
^

was made most welcome.
There was an air of free and easy
good cheer and informality about
the whole affair that marked it as a
genu:ne celebration.Mr. Getz merits the gratitude of thousands for
providing an outing of this kind and
for making the Fourth of this year
stand out in a special way.
came

MORE THAN

has perfected out of his twenty-two years of experience on the platform *
style eloquent, inspiring and forceful.
“DOCTOR W. L. MELLINGER is a versatile,natural orator wbn
delights. On one of the largest seven-day Circuits in America he wa+
are about
other independent At 8 wedding the bride weeps b* voted the honor of first place. Dr. Mellinger has had a residence of fivw
Some weeks ago the Spring
who have exclusive markets cause It’s her own, and her friends
years in Mexico. His intimate study of the people and country has pre*
village council agreed to deed to the 10 Chicago and other cities of the
weep because It Isi’t theirs.— Boston pared him to give a large amount of first-hand information.
middle
west
and
south.
Ottawa County Road Commission a
Transcript.
“SUMAYEH ATTIYEH will be a distinct sensation, not only in her
atrip of land includedin the corporated limits of the village to be used
striking oriental costume and Syrian attitude toward life, but also because
for the benefit of the public. That
of extensive knowledge of the Near East and the manner in which she deidea of the Spring Lake councilmen
scribes its history,its problems,its tragedies and its future. Miss Attiyeh
was the establishing of a camp site
was added to this program at the last minute through a fortunate comand parking space for automobiles.
bination
of circumstanceswhich freed her from another engagement.”
The tender was made to the road
commission without any strings and
McComb, Ohio, calls for more light: “That is a wonderful program*
includeda strip of land about halt,
but are you providingsufficiententertainment? What have you in that
a mile long and 200 feet wide in
We take this opportunity to announce that the
line?”

Lake

40

ANNOUNCEMENT!

2,000

LISTEN TO SPEECHES

AT LAKEWOOD FARM

_____ _ program
r__w _____
______
The speaking
at the
Get* most places, extending from the
picnic was listened1o by fully 2000 Christman Lumber Co. office to the
s
of the merry-makers.Camp chairs river. Very little will have to be;
had been provided and were placed done to the property to put it in
in circular form around the speakers'shape for campers,
stand which had been built under
The property tendered by the vil- #
large tree and patriotically draped lage of Spring Lake and accepted by i •
with flags and
the Ottawa County board at its last ‘
. A small church organ was on one sesaion is admirably located for the
corner of the platform,which John tourists, and when the new bridge
Vandersluis,who led the singing of is completed to Ferrysburg and
patriotic songs, amusingly dubbed Spring Lake the camp will be right
the “pipe organ.” Mrs. Albert Kep- at the entrance of Spring Lake vilpel ably presidedat the
lage. The county board plans to opOn the platformwere George Getz, en the new camp as soon as possible,
the host, G. J. Diekema, the chair- the first step will be the installation
man, Rev. John Talmadge Bergen, a of a comfort station there, for the
former pastor of Hope church, now benefit of the tourists.The bridge
of Minneapolis,Minn., ex-Senator men will be the custodiansof the
William Alden Smith and Senator place.
Charles
The donation of the grounds inAfter Mr. Getz had royally wel- dicates the real public spirit of the
corned the guests which he did in a Spring Lake people and shows the
very unique and fitting way, he call- disposal of the people of that corned upon G. J. Diekema to take munity to come half way iii the matcharge of
ter of public improvement.
Our fellow townsman, always They are all looking after tourready on such occasions, introduced ists but Holland it seems. Every
the speakers as they appeared upon city of any size now has a camp site.
|

CLEAN ENTERTAINMENT AT EVERY SESSION

Geerds

a

bunting.

organ.

Townsend.
affairs.

Electric

Company

has succeeded the WINSTROM ELECTRIC
with Henry Geerds as Manager.

COM-

PANY,

:
|

This firm is still at the old stand, namely 200
River Avenue, Citizens phone
We are ready to take care of your electrical
needs at any time, and thank you ter the kind
courtesies so far extended.

1235r^-~ —

1

is built into

Wo

Our Motto:

Quality— Service— Satisfaction

Geerds Electric

}

each day’s program. It is always present, especially in the versatile numbers of the LANDIS BRASS QUARTET, the novelty offerings of HAMMOND’S GYPSIES and of course in
a supreme way in THE SHEPHERD—” Animated calls from many
sections: “Your Radio about THE SHEPHERD COMPANY is stirring
our people. We have all read the book ; is the play just as good?”
“Our wave time is about up, but still \ye nave a moment to say this:
The play follows the story and carries the same message as the book.
saw the play last week for the fifth time. It grips, it teaches. It is thw
old story of human conflict. Right is pitted against wrong. The Shepherd’s life is a character study. The love story reflects human experienon.
No wonder nine million people have read the book.” (sputter-sputter)*
“Get ready for capacity tents!” (X Y X goes dead).
“Entertainment

At Holland beginning July 19

Company
1
i

Wall of tho Pessimist
Fillmore'sWidow.
“De way some o’ dls new crowd stllF Western Paper— "She was the widow
asss carries on," said Uncle Ebea Df Fillmore who was utruck by a car
**jrou’d think plain common sense bad t year ago and died eighteen month*
•topped bein’ respectable"

1
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ZEELAND CHRISTIAN
SCHOOL HAD VERY
$300
TO LIBRARY FUND ‘ ' SUCCESSFUL YEAR

SENIOR CLASS
OF HOPE OIVES

CHINA
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1. First Grade Material
2. Careful Setting
3. Expert Workmanship
4. Perfect Lettering
5. Prompt Deliveries
6. Cement and Gravel Foundations
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Cemetery Memorials

from evnow con-

----------- recreation hall la a dream
China, which conUins an interesting brary purposes, wh'le the Senior which were songs, recitations, dia.
in itself and with its lighting effect
article on this head. "The clipping class of Hope left behind them a val- logs and drills,
and its wonderful Italian orchestra
may be of interest,” writes Rev. De uable legacy in the form of $300
Those graduatingand receiving di- made such a hit with summer tour*
‘
-------J
-be
used
for
new
plomas
were
Hattie
Boschma,
GerPree, “to show that wars and rumists that its name and fame went
At a recent meeting of Hope Col- trude De Roo, Rena De Wvs,
ors of wars are not nearly as serious
7*. Frink broadcast, and soon the traveling
Gos- nl.kiir
fcigersma, Wm. Frankena. John uosbaa
in China as they are in other coun- lege council it was decided to set Glgersma,
Saugatudc
tries. People in America are often aside $500 the coming year also to selaar, Albert Kampen, Gerrit Look- P™,ic
Aft u *-in_
needlessly worried over what they be used for library purposes,so it erse, JeanetteMeeuwsen, Lena
suppose is great unrest there.”
can readily be seen that many new melt, Marvin Shoemaker, Benjamin pa£lion they looked ^o^ind to giv!
be re- books will soon appear on the shelves Staal, Cornelia telgenhof and Mar- Saugatuck and vicinity a thorough
The article is too long to
..
wag
printed in full but it sets forth the at Graves
t tin De Haan. Wm. Frankena
inspection and they realized what
fact that an American business
Another interesting fact has been chosen valeditorian.
travelled right through the war tone
ne announced that professors
professorsat Hope The school has just closed a
Vecome6 th^
t. AX _
m*
Mai* at A«aat
air.
W
m
atA n
1
M
AV
A AQ
at the time1 when fighting was sup- college who are heads of departments successfulyear under the capable CToundi for UiwSta from all over the
Dosed
hardly
have been voted an increasein sal- guidance of Principal Susie T. Hofver the
uuacu to be in
»** progress
*•*-•*-” and
------ that there was any
—
1-’- ary from $2,000 to $2,600 with the stra, assisted by the Misses Gertrude Holland is nleased with San™
noticed
trouble
opening of the new school year in Northof, Alice Tien Cornelia Van- tucg?8 aJv“nc?^td
in the air.
notTnlv helu
The article goes on to say in part: September. This provision was em- der Schraaf and Marv Van Wesep. iame
rCek
“The incident is typical of condi- bodied in a resolution adopted by the All these teachers have again been bu. win lg0 . e, J^u
tions in
in China today and illustrates council of the institution. Increases engaged to teach next year. Susie so^g in f-At will 0nlv be a abort
which is practically impossible for in salarieswere also providedfor as- T. Hofstra and Gertrude Northof time ’before tbe entjr dfstance from
the America at home to undersUnd.sistants based upon time of service, will beg n their fifth year, and Alice South
Saugatuck, Holland
The American people learned a great With the opening of the new year Tien Cornelia Vander Schraaf and and port Sheldon ^11 be one larw
deal during the Washington Confer- indications are that the senior class Mary Van Wesep begin their third re8ort district and those UvingS
ence regardingconditions in China will far surpass any previous prospec year’s work there. Two additional hig digtrict will be interested in one
and the far east generally, but even tive graduating class in the history teachers Miss Henrietta Wieregna coramon cause
with this it is impossible for them to 0f the institution as the enrollment and Miss Esther Franena have been
understand how China could have a 0f the last junior class was
1 engaged to supply for the additional
civil war and still leave the
'rooms being built to the present
and the basic industries of the coun- SPEAKS HIGHLY OF
school building.
.

•Wm—

with transports'
.

is the contentionof Rev. H. P. De number of new volumes the coming Zeeland were held at the North St
Free a mUmonary to China who is year as the fund for that purpose ha*, church, where an overflowinggath-

B’K

summer schedule

tion every two hours from early
morninf until late at night.
It can thereforebe readily seen
that the lone little^ burg standingall
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at at

•« at
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very

and look over our large stock of finished
Monuments and Markers.
If impossible to call drop us a postal and we will
Call

pnuntrv

Vl

-

sLSEK

call on

J

^l

you with samples and designs.

Open 7 A. N. to

S P.

If. Satnrdiyi to

9 P.

N.
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NO MORE

prAcrf in the oroceedings. In
.
____
The Winstrora Ele:tnc Co. is a
towns there we^e panics of short durhas printed a number cf thing of the past. Sometime ago Wm.
ation but outeide of the dislocat'on ‘terns tellingof farewell receptions in win8trom who with other stocknolders
of railroad traffic due to the move- honor of Rev. and Mrs. J. Van Peur- pu^ggod the electric busin;ss from
ment of large bodies of troops, there sem who soon
city
0f the late Charles Bertsch, rewas little di»turbance. Likewise Zeeland where Mr. Van Peursem
from the firm after a year and
there was little interest. The average become pastor of
a half of running. H. Geerda, forAmerican newspaper reader at home church. The consistory cf the Second mer cjty treasurer, was p aced in
has only his own experienc to guide Reformed church of Kalamazoo, the
0f the brm up^ Mr. W’nh£ when he rttL accounts of a civil church he is leaving entertained m
retirement.
wS in china. He thinks of his own and Mrs. Van Peursem s honor at
The affair9 of the business were

leave

HOLLAND HONUNENT WORKS
18 W. Tth St.
1270 Htllad,
Ttl. Cltx.

WORK

0? REV. VAN FEURSEM wiNSTROM ELECTRIC
some

1

,

;

I

|

for
1!

ba

his
the

a half century ago in th* PaA American andTPresent*put in ship shape by Mr. Geerds who
which there were certain principles ed him with a nice bible. The on- lg gucceeding very nicely with the
involved and which really settled gregation gave ® farewell reception manggenient of the electrical firm.
vrtAl issues. He also understands in Uie parlors of the church. The in- ( ^,be name the firm has been
nrpttv thoroughlythe situationsere- stallation of the new pastor in Zee- cbange(j from the Winstrom Electric

,

1

THX UNIVERSAL CAR

civil war of

„hf*

th,
Rev.

^.r Set ^oL^^-'

Van Peu,em's work

located at the same old stand
in ly 209 River avenue.

|

name-

.

Ask ns

wUl ler^n.ie
temUn.to .
a n£W golf UN|C3
XW, war between contendingfac-*^H^Vrtoro
“His departure win
tions If the Chinese people in which stay of four
dn'
OPEN AT DOUGLAS

S”‘reS"«Wl™5S;

years

y,raS?M.,

bb«.«a.r.i.<l„n; »«
are.....
now completed

as as £3X13
UJm. m-szzui
SrtS
bicc»«
“r“
y
General
yellow ‘h'^n^nalAU.ance^ ^t.
^ ^

Danas io me co»i
forms and the soldiers of
Chang by wwing blue and
banda about their eleevei otherwise

^

Ppnrsem has been
the Ministerial Alliance

“

»”d
conthe

’i
1

that record
an':

will open to the public on Saturday
July
The former Kingsley homecorner has been rerrod-

m0.-L^nt, "o'vard the1 vied »"il ““d- int0 »"
the armies might have become
HU jeSMtur. house containingall modem convenfused and changed aides dunng
o^'“/b"^k,
sees, such as showers, locker, rest
struggle. Frankly how can this thing
' r o-os and screened .porches. David
be describedso that people on the but by many
| Lee
Lee Swank of tt e South Shore Cour
other side of the world, who are
• v Club Go'f course of Chicago v
orally friendly to China may under- LOCAL
be master of caddies, and Georg
stand it? Furthermore, how can a
Ferry of Douglas manager of
country, even with the resources of
fuch
China, go on with this sort of business indefinitely?Back in the days
of feudalism it was the custom of
rival barons to mainUin bands of PnT.n”jotaH.1V»n'Hni.<AhI™
Prins and John H. Van Huis nave vate[y 0WTie(jg*oif ‘course
professional soldiers. These soldiers taken over the Maxwell
were used for fighting and looting Agency and have also become the) Misg Nellie churchford,head of
purposes, the mam idea being to de- proprietors of the Holland Auto & the Cit Mjssion returned on
feat and rob the owners of the ad- Specialty Co., comer of River and gatur<jay from Rochester, Minn.,
joining estate. This condition exist- 16th street, fonnerly owned and con- where ghe hag been undergoing treated in Japan up to quite rece*t times, ducted by R. A. Vos and
| ment and ghe
conduct the serIt .till cxirt, todty in China
Thew two men are well known in
at the miMion Sand,y.
there is no other way of describingHolland and vicinrty Mr. Pnns being
the situation than to call it feudal- the Allegan County representative of . TjTcrmP
ism. To say that a condition of feu- the Home Furnace Co. and Mr. Van A llloavlfcx vi
dalism exists in China today is to Hub having been connected with the
insult this nation of phina which Standard Oil Co. for a number of
boasts of a civilzation which goes years.
back many years beyond the Chris- Mr. Prins will not sever his connectian era, a country which was ‘civil- tion with the Home Furnace Co. but
Saugatuckis right on the map
ized’ and ‘educated’ when the ances- Mr. Van Hub will devote all of hb these days and her transporation fators of modern Americans and Euro- time to the business which they have cilities surely have been improved.
peans were living in cavea and using purchased.In addition to J^ndling
In the earlier days Saugatuck wag
the Maxwell
they will do a general practically isolated from the rest of
stone hatchets for caUing
—
garage and automobile accessory the world. For years it had been enbusiness. Mr. R. A. Vos will remain deavoring to get railroad connecBITES PARK SLEEPER, ARRESTED AS KILLER with the new firm in the capacity tions, even a spur from the old C. A
of salesman and Mr. Ter Haar and W. M. from Fennvillenearly went
When an officer a few days ago Mr. Kaslander will likewise continue through, but failed.
saw Roy Green Kalamazoo, killing on the sales force.
Many a boat line project was
a squirrel in a park in Kalamazoo
lanched but all went by the boards
as financial failures, or because of
rodf t.h mr:hd»er»fd BOARD OP
inadequate harbor facilities.
OF
kill its pets. However the attitude
An extension of an electric road
of the people has changed and now
BUSY SESSION was attempted south of Saugatuck
there is talk of killing all squirrels
to South Haven, in order that a conin the park, for it was discovered
nection might be made with Grand
that Green acted in self-defense and
An important meeting of the Ot- Junction. Much of the road bed had
that the squirrel had rabies.
tawa County Supervisors was held in been graded and some of the ties
Green Idd
v,tec.i
•»'* the officers he was the County Court House Thursday and iron had been laid, but nothing
sleeping in the park when the squir- an(j tbe questions of tax equalization further ever came of it
rel bit him. He was rushed to the and the appropriationfor the eradiAt one time a stage line existed
Universityhospital at Ann Arbor, cation of tuberculosis among cattle between Holland and Saugatuck, but
The dead squirrelwas sent there 0f the county was discussed and re- because of the practically impassaafter Green nad told the officers
of the committee were heard,
ble roads this was abandoned, and
was frothing at the mouth when he _ ^ report from the auditing corn- until the Holland interurbannot so
killed it. A report from the hospi- mjtte* 0n tax equalization was sub- many years ago entered Saugatuck
tal authorities said the squirrel had milted and put under con-ideration. the village was without public service
rabies. Officials are now trying to A resolution was adopted to notify trasporatlonof any kind and the
find a way to quarantinethe other the state represent. tive from thb travel to and from this beautiful
squirrels.
county that tne body was on record garden spot by rig was an arduous
a-i be.ng against the sale and hold task, and as airplanes were then
SAUGATUCK PEOPLE GAVE
ing of tax free securitiesin the state only vague thoughtsin the minds of
STEAMER HEARTY WELCOME! of Michigan. Some talk has been inventors Saugatuck surely was in a
At daybreak last Saturday the made of passing a law against these bad way consideringher transporamagnificentsteamer City ol Sau?a- k.nd of holdings and at present sen- tion facilities.
The Holland Interurban started
tuck came up the river to the Gra- timent seems pretty evenly divided,
ham & Morton docks on her maiden Quite naturally heavy holders of the the ball rolling some 16 years ago.
Now the impassable sand roads
voyage. Notwithstandingthe early securitiesare as a rule opposing the
have been replaced by wonderful
hour quite a crowd of people vas proposed law.
The committee on public health concrete highways and a trip to Saugthere to greet her. But it was on the
return trip early the same e.ening failed to act on the tuberculosb atuck is a pleasureand can be nethat the big welcoming demon-tration question but it will be taken up and gotiated w thin a half hour.
From Chicago by way of South
occurred. At th'« tim'* t^ '-‘•arf wa* some sort of a definiteconclus on reliterally jammed with people, and garding it should be made. Sentiment Haven a highway has been laid as
the band helped to enliven the occa- seems against it among the super- fine as any in the state and all the
sion. The steamer, fairly ablaze with visors and to quote one member of tourist trade over the West Michigan
brilliant lights, was a most boauti- the board "opinionseems to be that Pike must pass thru Saugatuck in
ful sight. The City of Saugatuck is farmers themselvesshould be inter- order to come to Holland and north
by far the largest and finest Fhip ever ested enougn to eradicatethis dis- and east to Grand Rapids. Surely a
— «
saving from this harbor and will ease as it is to their own advantage wonderful outlet. _ — *
Its water transportationas has
have a most powerful influence in , more than anyone else.” It is thot
putting Saugatuck on the map and that if the present opinion prevails been stated in last week’s paper is
keeping her there. On Sunday and that the tuberculosis question will also a settled fact, the Graham &
Mondiy the City of St. Joseph was be laid aside for another year at the Morton Transportationcompany havon the run, and probably the boats least. Acording to C. P. Mllha n of ing spent more than $40,000 for
will be shifted to meet transporattonthe Farm Bureau if the county far- warehouses, docks, etc. and have
exigencieias they arise during ‘he mers expect aid in eliminatingthe placed a beautifulsteamer on the
season — Saugatuck Commercial-Rec disease among their herds they must route named the ‘‘City of Saugado as the twelve other counties in tuck. Two government dredges have
ord.
the state have done and put up mon- deepened the channel until now it is
Grand Haven carferries may soon ey along with the others in Michigan 18 ft. deep and 100 feet wide.
During the winter time, reveral of
have a strike as part of the scheme in order to show a sincere desire to
stamp out the disease. It is rapidly the large lake steamers lay up at
to stop transpprtatioh generally.
becoming quite a problem here in Ot- Saugatuck for the winter, and the
The «teamer "Holland” Saturday tawa county tho many do not know once isolated little city has now benoon un’oaded six hundred guests at the conseouences if the measures to come a sort of a seaman's rest.
The Holland Interurbanhas put on
fight the disease are neglected.
Saugatuck.

you couldn’t get
It is a hard job to keep
up our stock of standard
Victor records. They are
so popular that they are
sold as fast as they come
in. We have been able to
get more than usual, and
we pass the good news
along to you. A few of
them are listed below:
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tr,e
citnena.

nat- GARAGE
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CHANGES

HA55jS™ity
Automobile
Sons.

and

cards.”

he

ST—
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Una

64101
da Coforaa
I4&Z2 Carman— Praludc to Act 1
PKiladalphiu Orchcatra
S4S34 La
Zanalll
$4174. Drink to Ma Only With

-

-

Thina Era*

tonka

64905 Turkiah

Alda

Piano

CalU-Curcl

Violin

tilktrtkt ttt*itl fttrlna •/

Concert Piano Cartot
Song Violin

Do you

74583 On Wlnga of

realize that

the

H.tf.ta

Hour

Ford One -Ton Truck

McCormack- Kralalar
9 Hamlat — Brindlti Ruffo
89053 Fiddla and I
Cluck- Zimbalitt
95212 Lucia— Sartatta
•All

t lie ft ! ftr
tptrd dtUttry tt
tttmdmrd attf
fog tf r i/4 tti
ktttg ktmetm
fftt

ftt

at $430 is not only the

most

CalU-Curd-Eganar-Caruaoda Luca, ate.

Many others. The

wonderful truck vahie ever

re-

offered but the

cords you want are here.

-

most economical

means of solving your haulage
Meyers’Mnsic

OTTAWA COUNTY

and delivery problems, whether

House

you are a farmer, merchant or

Holland, Mich.

manufacturer?

— ~ —

Let us give you all the facts.

Holleman-DeWeerd Auto Co.

it

.

Equipment:

tf

7463S Yalta
HalfaU
74034 kiroletto— Paraphratada

B7S78 Tha Last

^
71 rot
tnJ DtmtmnftUt
Rim*. Ytmrtktitt

64S75 Santa Lucia Luntana Gigli
74509 Lucia— Mad Scana

SUPERVISORS

w.v

March

Samaroff

V
SAUGATUCK’S
TRANSPORTATION

HOLD

»

^^Detroit
F.O.B.

rlonaalay Quart at
$4901 By tha Watara of Mlnna-
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Economical Haulage

Spa*nuola

^

^

for

Holland Byron Center Zeeland

Notice!

Notice is hereby given to all
Dr. J.O.
creditors of the Hardie &Ekeblad •'RED T. MILES ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Prosecuting Attorneyof Ottawa
Company, a Michigan corporation,
DENTIST
(hat said Company intends to dis______
Phone
8:80 to
64604
solve and terminate its existence
MEATS
as a corporation.All creditors of WM. VANDER VEER, HI - IU 1:80 to 6 P. M.
508-9 Widdicomb Building
said Company are hereby request 9 '•set. For eholc* •taaka, town. •
Grand Rapids, Mich.
ed to present their claims at the iriinM In s«Mon. Citisens Pbone 104
office of said corporation at HolDR. A. LBENHOUTS
Practice
land. Michigan, on or before July
'“•iMBS
Phone
Bell 1411 EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
6th, 1922.

SCOTT

,

Hours
12:00

1

General

32202

i i

Dated this

—

High Grade Monumsntal Work
ZteUnd. Michigan
JOHN H. BOeOH. Genl Agt.

14th day of June, ’22.

HARDIE & EKEBLAD CO/
H.

'OHN

W. Hardie, Sec’y.

UNDERTAKING
DYKSTRA, 40

8

EIGHTH

rand Rapids Monument Co

^

SPECIALIST

INDIE VEEN BLOCK, OVER WOOL
WORTH'S
OFFICE HOURS

9 to ILa. m.; 2 to

ft

p.

m.

Er

doings

Tuea. and Sata., 7:80 to 9.
AND KUNDIF.M
rv 'ESPURG. H. R.. DEALER P
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
^UG9.
medicine,paints, oils, toll*
BAIT
••cl**1 Imports and
rtMTa rMt1*ene phone 1291. 82 * DIEKEMA. KOM-F.N « TEN OATS

DltrOB

•

Street Citizens pbone
1267-Zr.

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

r'.hth

Dr. E. J. Hanes

Oatenatkic Pkyaleiae

Office over First State

Saak. Both

Phones

LOUIS H. OSTERHOU8
Residence Pfoone 1996
HV
9A W. 8th SL Cit*. Office Phone 1766
PrpetlfM
in
and Federal
windmills. Gasoline Engine* Office 1 ring, residence2 rings.
pAnt** Ofrira fn Court House
‘>nxDT>s and Plumbing Suppllee fit* Citz. Phone 1766
Grand
Michigan.
and By Appointment
.bor** JOSS. 49 Weet 8th Street.

PLUMHKRH AND ROOFERS
ITLER VAN LANDEGBND. De»le

n

•**

Haven

Holland City News
WATCHMAN ON
WINS SECOND PRIZE IN
DREDGE DROWNS
DISTRICT CONTEST
AT SAUGATUCK

NEW HOLLAND
Mr. and Mrs. John Rietman of
North Holland announce the mar-

PAGE SEVEN

running and better balanced motor.
The material used in the Ford
crankshaft and the care and precision in |ta manufacture make
it second to none.

COLLECTION “

Norman Vander Hart, son of Mr.
and Mrs. WUliam E. Vander Hart,
The new Ford carbureter
gives
Fred Simon, aged 64, of
(
SI
na to Mr. Tiemen Slagh of North reeceived word today that he had
Holland, which happy event took won second prize in a districtessay Bay, was the victim of a drowning increasedacceleration.Though not
place Thursday. The newly weds rrmtes^nut or^hv the Michigan State accident at Saugatuck Thursday radically different from the carburwill reside on the groom’s farm at
WUtton T™ e“.y ingbt by f*UingJnt0
M he et„ previc>usly the „Cw con-

Sturgeon

riage of their daughter.Mias Johan-

that place.

tbe
ruUtinW“iS,0di«rirt*L>3CWM

H

hirbor

TAXES

structionimproves the all-around
th« *11-‘ro“nd
performance of the motor,
giving it
ZEELAND
' noS«.dto^h2bS
‘j“‘ h*rb°r deeper for tl“ a quicker pick-up and a greater
time before tne close of the school new boat line.
flexibility of action.
Andrew Van Klompenburg, Jamesass'ociationfurnish- uThe CT™ of ^e dredge had been
The wiring system has been comtown, and Miss Minnie Boes of Zee- ed iiterature to tu entrants from
e7j*’
land were united in mawiaje at the which they couid get their informa- "mg
the pletely redesignedand while its now
costs more to install than the old
aya _________
tion for the way,,
to .Jetter to
ood
tl
to
bride’s parents on Lincoln streei; in Vander Hart, Dr. C. B. Root, of
i system, is
is most efficient,proof of
.
.. f »
Zeeland Thursday afternoon at five Greenville, congratulatesMr. Van- come to shore with the launch. Si- . .
mon
answered the signal with a wave ;
is evidenced by the fact it
o’clock i the presence of immediate der
Hart
and
encloaea
a
ch[
der Hart and encloses a check for
of his lantern and proceeded to 1 affords a fire insurance rate as low'
relatives.They will make their
the second prize money.
loney.
as the
the higher priced cars on the
essay and the climb from the dredge into the
thin
market.
10 Bo^to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Van eS8ay' JiSidng AnTprii^S this
^"fh
Many other changes have been
Bronkhorst,Beaverdam, a
be entered in the sUte con- shore heard was a spl ish, and the
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Netten, . »»«.- — —
«»«ii lantern was
made: A 16 inch steering wheel is
now standard equipment: Timken!
a son.
roller bearing*are used in the front
Rev. .w— .. —
- _ __
___
nowhere in sight and it was not until wheels; one-piece pressed steel1
zoo will be insUlled as pastor of the DeV’Moinses School of Osteopathy.
a
half hour later that his body was running board brackets insure the
First Reformed church of Zeeland. The object of the essay is ‘'Osteobody rigidity and eliminate vibrarecovered.
Rev. J. Wayer, president of the Hoi- Datby” and it is 2,000 words in
tion and body noises; a
clasais, will preside
preside over
the
land clasais’,
.
mcll., ___
PASTOR TO SPEND HIS
meeting. Dr. S. C. Nettinga of the
VACATION IN KANSAS ing coil terminals or dash
wiringi
Sen". SeoTnHo7u‘dn,dReD;:G.' De
the steering mechanism has
ING IS TO BE
1 The Rev. M. L. Tate, M. A., B. D.,
Jonge and Rev. B. Hoffman of Zeei.uu 10 aw ****
ipft Thursday noon on his vacation. bee. improved; ..a tool, .uppii.d
land will also take part in the proAT
He wm uke charge of Trinity church to purchasers of Ford cars have
gram. The dominie will preach his
at Atchison, Kas., for the major part so been improved in quality. An-’ 1
first sermon on Sunday morning, the
9th of
| Grand Haven has a new theater The following services will be held other important improvement
;in prospect. The
ine America AmuseSunda ^ Gme Church: tt the truck chassis is the adoption of
i

^

“udenT-om.

,
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leaving^
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To the Tax Payers of the

^h®

j

City of Holland:

------------

stvJa&xt&iA

?bp b
Notice is hereby
Given

f A

Rolls of the
several
, Tax
__________
the
_______ wards
______
of the City of Holland have been delivered to me for the Collection of
• « •
• t

NBW THZAtoBUILD

BUILT
*******

in

on

ment company with headquartersin J A M Morning Prayer and serINSANE MAN F&OM
A< gj., church school.The
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deal for a new theater building that
Mrt 0tto Huntley and Mr. and the consumption of
and
A Russian giant named Mike Wib- wiU cost in the neighborhood of $40^
Tate Grace church i9 very finished products at a cost of ap____ j ___
..-i. n moo Koincr rp« 000.60 when
completed. Ine pro- fortunate in having three excellent proximately one ihillion dollars a
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day makes it possible to sell Fords
the sheriff’s force, made modern construction, with the
are urge(i to show their spat their present low prices and at
it so interesting for his escort and est equipment in theater lighting, reciatjon 0f their work by faithfully
the passengers aboard a Goodrich heating and
attendingthe services of the church the same time to produce a car of
exceptionally high quality.
steamer at Grand Haven, that the with a regular stage 26x30 in dimen- while thege men are jn charge.
captain called all hands to lock him sion, large enough for both vaudein a stateroom. He soon broke down ville and legitimate attractions,that MUSKEG0N
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ventilating.
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William Taylor, claiming to be from bate Coun for the County otutuExpires July

mu

the door however, and charged the
passengershuddled on deck. Shackled he was taken from the boat at
Grand Haven and was later taken to tion ‘the regular picture programs the Canadian Soo was shot and serChicago by a Muskegon deputy. As 0f the higher class is planned. The
soon as his shackles were removed m08t modem
in Chicago he charged through
will be insUlled in the
^Jcery gtoie at Muskegon.
There will be a fine organ insUll- Acc0r<iingto Graham’s story, he
crowd and escaped.
ed, in addition to an orchestrapit,
n Taylor, who, he alleges,
larire enoueh to accommodate a
Bttempting to enter the store
LOCAL GIRL
a window.
'oF* Me BAIN
—
' tween 700 and 800
Taylor was reported in critical
Miss Anna Hoffman, daughter
Richard Wren who was connected on(iitionat a late hour Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hoffman, 1 W. 17th with the Rivoli theatre before it
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KrJ«“‘t»udinH.vr 0/H°LLANDOTn)EBTo
Bane, Mich. Rev. James Wayer of
the 1st Reformed church performed
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Floyd of
the ceremony. Only immediate rela- Detroit motored to Holland and the
The Twin-county Undertakers’Astives and friends were present. resorts over the week end and called
sociation is in session in Grand HaThe bride was daintily gowned in on many friends here.
ven and was attended by all of Hoiwhite canton crepe trimmed with
anish lace
Grand Rapids> i8 land's underUkers Th.s is tne an
Spanish
lace and
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beads, and
and CMriM
bouquet of carnationsand
y, parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. nual meeting
®v^t
The arch was beautifully decorated I1611
ening of the resort season the event
roses. The
Mr^ K.
R de’Zeeuw
de'Zneuw of
nf East was made one oi
of both business
with white and yellow rosea,
i ne , Dr and Mr8>
bride and groom were
arfl visiting frienda and rel* pleasure, ^his ^ocmtion is com
The wedding march was played
^
.posed of undertakersof OtUwa ana
Miss Nellie Tannis. The young
; Allegan counties and responseto the
ole will leave in a few days for
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fja^ ^etweelJ
lane where they expect to make
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between the sixteenth
day of August and the
day of
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estate,
It is ordered, That the

fee of four per cent.

7th day of August A. D. 1922
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
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the convention.

dead The
deletes w ine
afternoon was

_____

devoted to
pleasure and sight seeing. John J.
Boer A Son gave the visiting delegates a Mmplimentary ride on the
a teachex in one oi Came in the second inning with the
Soring Lake Fruitport
_

be at

in July to

ioto’^Ei^opal

^ddhr

th.ir tat._in
church was beautiluny local swaters put tneir
naw in
decoratedwith palms and flowers. ,tion and producted more runs
ser- game would have been a reri
The full Episcopal marriage servmv form in the affajr
_ ___ _if ___
___ a lew bright feavice according to the
not for
4

my

week day from the first
and including the eighth day of August,
between the hours of 8:00 a. m. and 5:(X) p. m. and on Saturdays until 8:30 p.m. And from the eichth to the fifteenth
day of August, between the hours of 8:00 a. m. and 8:30
p. m. to receive payment of such taxes as are offered me.
I shall

Monday

^e^^o.
visi« ^ ^
^ t.8

'does not indicate how far the
The Rev. M. L. Tate, rector of tors were outclassed. The locals
Grace church officiatedat the wed- scored five runs the first in»mg and

S
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taxes paid
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CLUB SATURDAY

elaborate
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wa.
At a session ot said Court, neiu
•o; all
the probate office in the city **
Grand Haven in said county on the
first
28th day of June A. D. 1922.
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Gerrit Exo, Deceased
All taxes not paid on or before the first day of SeptemFrank Van Ry and Cornell Sandy
having filed in said court their final ber, shall be re assessed upon the General Tax Roll for
administrationaccount, and their
petition praying for the allowance payment and collection. On all such there shall be added
thereof and for the assignment and for interest the sum of four per cent to cover from Sepdistribution of the residue of said
tember 1st to January 1st next thereafter, and a collection

^utnd. .

MeHOLLAND

.

Wiiibe chnrged 3nd collected upon

petition.
le is Further ordered, That public
notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order, for
three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing in the Holland
City News a newspaper printed and
their
as well as several traveling represent- circulated in said county.
After the ceremony an
atives of undertakers supply houses.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Saturday
delegates A true copy
Judge of PProbate.
lap supper was
Saturday afternoon
afternoon the
the local
local ball ^Jbe majority of the
Friday
Cora Vande Water, Register of
:o
Itosaers Uok in another victim, this feac^d.^tn(\iTciJck by ^
SAUGATUCK GIRL WEDS
tim<5 the Mo05e club of Grand Kap- ing at about 11 o clocxj^
• Probate.
non
TROII SCHOOL TEACHER id8. The.eight to 4 score however bU.“d th.
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that four per cent collection fee
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Notice is hereby given to the qualified electors of
the City of Holland, that the Annual School Election will be held in

Pmldent
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MONDAY, JULY
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the
hta for '"^ol
. .food RfV Henry Beets { Grtnd Rapid,
noon. These meetings have proved banana sener but ^nthcj°?®
mission secretary of the Christian
very popular in past years and they | gation you could see the hay sticky Relonned denomination, has been
at
will he held every Sunday afternoon, mg out of his ears. Anyway
reflected sUted clerk of synod
sj
weather permitting, during the nine innings of P»ea^ to the 400 the meetlng, Mr Beets is the only
.
month, of July end Augn*. They
eteted, clerk of th.. denom.n.t.on,he.
ever had having held this position
will be conducted under the aupices Honana ana wunum
as steady as a plow horse. Nine hits gince ig02 when the office first waa
of the Men’s Federation.
The meetings, as before, will be were gathered off his shoots, nan instituted.
for the viaitora showed worlds of
evangelical in character. The adspeed but was as wild as a March]
dresses will not be set sermons but
hare. He was nicked for ten solid FORD CAR HAS
religious addresses on a wide variety
swats. Score by innings—
^ ^
MANY REFINEMENTS
of religious subjects.At each meeting some good music will be furnishMoose ................ 000 022 000—4 9 1
ed such as will interest a wide vaHolland
.............. 503 000 OOx— 8 10 1
W‘ana- ............. *:w“
The Ford Motor Co., Detroit, has
riety of musical taste.
The meetings are of course for all
i-t made public a H.t of recent rethe people of Holland and the open
into town for a
ifinements and improvements in the
|mechanical features of Ford cars.
air is large enough to accommodate breeze into town for ga *
all who wish to come. A special inAsserting that Ford cars are betvitation is also extended to resorti ter today than they ever have been
ers. There are many of these who
before, the statement adds that fuel
wish for some religious service on
consumptionis lower; the engine
Sunday afternoons and experience
is even more efficientthan formerhas proved that these gatheringsin
Centennial Park are of a character
ly; improvements in the springs and
to interest a large number of people
steering apparatus insure easier
|

ln

it

tl.

u»

^nT^d workeTL^f ^

The Trustees whose terms

.....

^

J

,

Irwin Lubbers. Mr. Lubbers has
just returned from a three years’
stay in India, doing educational missionary work, and he gave a talk
on conditions in that country. The
music last Sunday afternoon was
furnished by the American Legion
^President Jonker Friday made an
appeal to all the organizations of the
churehes of Holland making up the
Men’s Federation to give these Sunday afternoon meetings their hearty
support.

GEORGE MOOI
The

polls will be

o’clock P.

BUYS USED

Piano, Piano Player
Walaut Case, 65
Rolls. The outfit

notes,, with 75
is in

goed con-

dition

By Order

IIEYER
HOUSE
1T1 MUSIC
\

HOI

LAND. MICH

. riding and driving qualities; a new
• headlamp lens, which complies with
* all state lavte, mproves the road
light; and that many other minor
betterments have been made.
Ford pistons and connecting rods
have been redesigned and are now
matched for weight before assembling into motors. This reduces vibration and gives the motor a faster pick-up. The new pistons weigh
three-quarters of a pound less than
thoae formerly used. A highly polished chankahaft bearing surface
also reduces wear and added
to the piston and connecting rod
improvements, insures a smoother-

open from 2 o’clock P. M. until 8

M.

$160.

,

of office expire are

ABRAHAM LEENHOUTS
HENRY WINTER

•

Lvvin
Je^iutTcoW AtiSeM
game.
_

of different religious convictions. All
who make their homes at the resorts
during the summer will be very cordially welcomed.
The series opened on Sunday aft
noon at 4 o’clock wun an address-by

10, 1922

......

of the

Board of Education,

--'----HENRY GEERLINGS, Secy

SCHOOL CAUCUS
A

Citizens caucus for the purpose of nominating
Trustees for the Public Schools of the City of Holland will be held in the High School Building, Wed-

nesday evening

at 7:45 o’clock.

Holland City Eewi
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MARKET REPORT

FORMER NEWS BOY
NOW PASSEGER AGENT

No.

1 Red Wheat ...................... $1.05
No. 1 White Wheat ..................
1 02

FOR

Rye

--------------------------.70
Oil Meal _________________________ Ob.ou

G. &

M. LINE

FOR THREE YEARS WAS A
STREET SELLER OF HERALD
AT GRAND RAPIDS

Cracked Corn — . .................. 82. U0
Scratch Feed with grit ---------- 4 00
Scratch Feed, no grit ................ 45 00
•!

St. Car Feed, per ton ...............
82.00 Pa-aper! Pa-a-per! Get a morn
No. 1 Feed per ton .............. ..... 31.00 jng paper!
Screenings ...........
32.00 This was the slogan with which
Bran ________________________
28.00 ; Vere Van Brocklin, new freight and
Middlings ____________________
82.00 passenger agent of the Graham &
-Low Grade Flour ----------60.00 Morton_ steamship line of Holland
Cotton Seed Meal 86% — ....... 48.00 with officesin Grand Rapids, began
Cotton Seed Meal 437c -----------64.00 his business career. Like many a
Ghietin Feed -------------------36.00 successfulman he started as a
_________48.00 newsboy, and the experience he
'Dairy Feed 24%
_________29.00 gained during those three years of
Dairy Feed 16%..
peddling has proved invaluable
............ 44.00
Dog Feed ___________
--

says.

.415 to 418 since, he
“It was a strenuous life/ Mr.j
..410 »o 112
Van
Brocklin commented recently.
_ _______
12H-13
Beef ..... .......................... ....... 10-12 “We had to get up before three in
«...
the morning, every day, rain or
Butter, creamery .......................38
Butter, dairy .....................
33 shine, and ‘beat it’ down to the of*
so as to get there about 3:30.
Eggs .......................... ......... 18 fice
If you didn’t get there until four
Chickens
_____ _______ .20
o’clock it was considered extremely
late. Then we would get our big
stacks of Heralds and start out.
“THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS’* Is Hprold Bell WrlaM’s most popula r novel, staged frith bis approval. The homely humor of “PreaoBHp' Bill”* Is en-“In the winter it was the hardlarged upon and the strong personalityof the “Shepherd"made even more Impressive In the play. LKtIe “Pete" eidtes the deep sympathy of the audlenctr
est. Time and again you would
from his first word to his last mealing narrative,while “Sammy” with her perplexing heart problemsholds the wnpc attention of the audience The other
crawl out of bed in the wee hows
more rugged mountaineercharacters are given their full share of honors and applause. It la an ambitious effort to attempt os elaborate' at play as this om
of the morning, and there would be
n Chautauqua stage, but the difficultiesare successfullyovercome.
The common council Wednesday about three feet of snow with not
n«ht approved a plan of the board .....
. w
a track
or a rpath. When you .got
•I pubhc works to emt a pumping loaded up with a bunch of papers
At Holland beginning July 19

Hay
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-- ------

|

Straw
Pork

'

’

—
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!
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LOCALS

____ .

toaS*1

E ghth ®treet at

a

weighing as much as you did, your
fun began.
“Although it was hard, it was

Aid. Dykatra Wednesdaynight
common council to or- good training without a doubt Ab-,
3-er a sidewalk laid on the east side solute dependabilityand loyalty to
of State street from 21st to 24th. the job were prime requirements.!
The matter was referred to the com- You simply had to be there, and to,
sniUee of the whole and will be act- be there on time. I never missed a
ed on at the next regular meeting. day during the three years I was a
Mr. Gerald E. aiagm
Slagh nas
has returned newsooy.
newsboy.
__
to Chicago after spending the 4th 1 “You couldn’t miss any customirith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert 1 ers either without getting called
|down . Also ^r every one you|
lested the

^

.

~

SUgh.
After spending

a week
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Dr. and Mrs. R. de Zeeow and

This

is

the season of the year

when

tourists

come from

far

and near

to

I

'

—

their sons Donald and CarHiave re-'
^ urned to their home in East Lans- Both fire departments were called

'out at 9 o’clock this morning in

re-

¥
and¥TMrt* peter Bontekoe, Mr. I *P0I*« 10 fire J1*™ -[j0™ fv°X 53f’
*nd Mrs. Herman Bontekoe Mr nnH ^en fire wa* discovered in the roof
Mr*.
Vddheer.MrandMraj
™ Helder, on Lincoln
Hopp Mr. George Bontekoe
»nd 27th street The fire had
'Children have ” —
•
— —
.. before
Kofn.o it
> was
woo
gained
some headway
all motored to Chiv'“‘ discovered, but the men upon arriv\ *“
ing soon had it under control. DamA marriage license was issued to age about 4400.
-•Ike drew Van Klompenberg, 23, of
Jamebtown and Minnie Boes, 20, of
-----

W

>

' »

We

^
and
-

*
vjcvq.
*
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IWmM.

j

home
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AGO

FIFTY YEARS

The

district convention of
the WomEh’s- Auxiliaryof the Amer

-

Satur-

for

nh.-Jba.Wm. Wagner before

S. Grant

33;

5
=

the

Ettawion ateamers were reported Roily Vardena of Fennville. The
ilo have left over five thousands teams did not dare phy in either of
would-be excursionists on the docks the bpme towns for fear of a fight
srt Chicago because boats were al- so they selected Holland — both
ready over-loaded. Simply hungry .teams coming half way, so to speak,
ior the old tta* cheap outing. . Grand Haven Eagles won by a score

=

and

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Klaver
45 10 85,
children and Mrs. B. Mollesna
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Holland were guerts of Rev. and1 Rev( Wm. AJoerdyke returning to
Mrs. H. Mollema at Spring Lake on kts home in Zeeland from the west
the
found that his home had been enter-

of

i'

,

n

and give

its

given for years, that

the reason we

have built

Share of the Tourist Trade

the stranger within our gates with

to get that trade is to treat

is

all

the courtesy at our

command!

them a square deal always.

but

EE
=5

THE LOKKER-RUTGERS COMPANY

...

if s place of business, but also every tourist is welcome here. Any
we may be able to give, any favor we can readely extend, will be willingly and graciously give*

not only invites Holland and vicinity to

information
our

If

summer

visitors.

you want to be dressed properly come

to this

emporium. Let

us be your outfitter.

in ^

look at the furnitureexhibits.

„
, „
j tw
Fred Beeuwkee and Wm.

The way

EE

«f Halfway and wJ laden
exUnd hi*
which Scattered among bystanders thanfc,‘
when the collisionoccurred, injuring FORTY YEARS AGO
many and causing such hurts to Mr. The common council appropriated
Chittendon that he died later. Degal 450 for the coming year to the liwas killed instantly. The accident brar y fund and many new hooka
occurred when Degal attempted to will be purchased.Note — Today that
croaa in front of an interurban municiflentfund would buy about
which it M believed that he did not one-half a set.
*ee. CWttedon had lived at H*lf- J. De Witt of Fillmore killed a
wmy for the past eight years and be- large black snake. The reptile looklore that he was a resident of ed rather unnatural when dead and
Crockery Township where his par- upon examination after a post morents own a
tern had been held, the body was
Henry Van Ark and Wm. Dear of found to contain a large glaae nert
the V»; Ark Furniture Co., are
kad mdoubtedGrand Rapida today taking a parting ^ m,staken to1 * tmh klnd'

farm.

Holland also wants

this firm has

RESORTS

I

Fourth.

with”le

Holland knows of the bargain values that
up such a wonderful clientile in this vicinity.

1
j
A

Horace

^n^^dTgip.
between
the Grand Haven Eagles and

,o?r

HOJLil^AJNrr) AJXT3D IT'S

i
1

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS

AGO

week Wednesday night theivBrouwer M enUred
houM Superrlur
cf the Brouwer Furniture Co., have Ucorge Van Duren and took 136.00
been pending the furnitureexpo- ,rom
cket G
siUon reguiarly and have been mak- kept tht matle, qnfet Untu oor
ing many aelecUona for fall buaineea. gone t0 ^ree, with the hope
The Graham & Morton Transpor- of catching the theif.
tation Co. haa reduced its freight Austin Harrington has gone to
rates now for the second time this Chicago where he is employed for
season. Some time ago a straight the summer,
cut of 7 per cent was made on
THIRTY YEARS AGO
freight and today a second cut Is Wm. Vanden Berg is grading 18tb
made of 10 per cent making a total street east of Market in the new adcut of 17 per cent. With 50c excur- dition recently platted by him. For
sions and reduced freight rates It the present this street is outside of
sure begins to look like the good the corporatelimits,
old times around
Capt. Dan Kelley came to this
Ha«t

^

hL,

=

all

j

|

Holland.

nnouncement
R. A, Vos and Sons wish to inform their
friends and patrons that they have sold
their Garage, Maxwell Antomobila Agency
and Accessory business to Mr. A. E. Prins
and Mr. John H. Van Huia. The new proprietors, take possession of the property
and business Saturday, July 1st and it will
please us to have you support them with
your

We

patronage.

. "TlrifrTty

•Iriil

take this opportunity to thank you all
many favors shown us in the past.

for the

I The Lokker-Rutgers Co. m?clhigan
barbov with his new $12,000 steam Grand Rapida. Note — Peter De Keyyacht just built Ha took Mr. and zer in the early days was one of the
Miw. C. k King, bid friendt, out for bert backrtopa that Holland hao on
a aaS on Lake Michigan. Note— It it* baseball team at tnit time.
wi’l be menbewd that Mr.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
wee the propiletof of the C. L. King Hou. Lake Lugers has received a
Baaket factory loag dace dismantled letbe* Atom pie Hazen S. Pingree
and located on th* Koike PaPrk site. Memorial Fund committee asking

King

wagon with which he collided while making hif newspaperdelivery on a bleyule. The little fellow was on the right aide of the
farmer's

TOKMTO

AGOfnaH
jgfe

HOLLAND,

.

__

church.

Avenue &

--r.

16th Street.

Chas. Samson, M.D.

road bat was forced to tha curb thru Eye, Ear, Noee, Throat and Headache
tactics of the driver. Hia wheel was
GLASSES FITTED
badly broken and the farmer escaped arrest after bystanders demandOffice 11 East Eigktk Street
ed that JaJdf be given enough mon.'Z- ey to boy a Raw wheel Note— The
(Olery Building)
little fellow te now fnll grown and Is
Ote Brntetoo Qna»t«% A gaining*
-iM
MICHIGAN
to popdMty an ocaltabt (Tbeeel Asm W, MJBct has resigned htl proprietoro| |h§ Fdfi Book sad
bam bemi organised now twdf portion an night operatorat Wavei^- News depot.
yearn and Tnmtahcd mtuftc for th4 ly to taka charge of his rest&unaut John Helder dtrit f| Ebenteer at
Note — The road was built
the age of 84 yean.
depot.
Odd Fellowa plate at Sangatoek ueae the F«, M. depot
John Vander Woude, a young solMaggie
Rooks
ol
New
Holland,
Is
Rural
mail
jjdivery
will
be
manThe metaben are i— It A. Wanrooy
dier writes his mother an interesting
Hand postoffleo on married to George Brouwer.
Den D. Vtaiem, Ak 4 Wetewdd and aged in the
letter dftted somewhere on the AtTEN YEARS AGO
J. Stcgarda.
July 1.
Mre. B. Amdahorst dies ft Bot- lantic. Note— He finally landed at
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
Nicholae Prakken Cnti Carrie Alyda Van Dyke wen married at the
Mm. Hob Boone was quite badly fierworth hospital at the age of 64 Santo Domingo City on one of our
home of the bride, Rev. 0. H. I
Dub- burned when pouring a quantity of years. Note— Mrs. Arendshorst was West Indian tropical islands and rethe mother of John and William Ar- mained there more than two years.
kerosene oa a kitchen fire.
All U businees at the Holland
The Boone stables of trotters and an dahont of this dty*
The late Al Toppen Of Holland Canning Co. as this b about the
and Mia Minnie Vechtev was solem- pacera wean shipped to Pontiac to
nixed by Rev. J. Van Houle, potor start in the state meet The a
atablas voted for Woodrow Wilson 44 times middle of the rhubarb season. Loads
of the 1st Reformed
include Kiel Ball and Flanche Fail- at the Baltimoreconvention. Wilson upon loads of rhubbard, tied in bun|L JL Dkkema secured a vertfid not Sofap Boone accompanied the was nominated on the 46th bullot dles and stacked like cord wood is
now converted into sauce and turnFIVE YEAR$ AGQ
of $4118.60 for hk client Maggfe horses.
Kleie against an Insnrance
i MakfeF Frfc a Small newsboy, At a town board meeting ft was ed into tins. “We are doing a won___
• —
concrete
road VM
on derfnl business,” say Manager VanPostmaster C. De Keyzer received narrowly escaped being crushed un- decided to build »
irord that his brother Peter died in 'der the wheels of a heavy loaded th# north side at far as Pine lodge. I der Yen.
'

Corner^ River

I

Co.

j

__

